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ABSTRACT 

Displacement transfer between faults and folds has 

been extensively documented in the Rocky Mountains as an 

explanation for structural variability along strike producing 

seemingly similar overall shortenings. A series of sub

parallel imbricate thrusts and an associated syncline in the 

Southern Canadian Front ~anges at Heart ~ountain has been 

mapped at a scale of 1:16,667. Megascopic, mesoscopic and 

microscopic evidence supports the contention that the fold

ing observed at Heart Mountain occurred synchronously with 

thrusting as the result of displacement transfer from the 

adjacent thrust. 

Numerical dynamic analyses (NDA) suggest that twin

ning of calcite grains occurred very early in the deforma

tional history in response to a regional stress field 

orientation of 246/03, 340/02, and 159/84 for o 1 , o 2 , and 

03 respectively in the Exshaw plate. Megascopic and rneso

scopic fabrics indicate similar results. Ambiguous NDA 

results for the Heart Mountain Syncline are explained using 

neutral surface folding theories rather than flexural slip 

theories generally proposed for folding within the Front 

Ranges. Neutral surface folds are consistent with the def

ormational model (displacement transfer) proposed. 

An orthogonal fracture system is pervasive throughout 
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the thesis area. Observations indicate that fractures are 

oriented parallel and perpendicular to the strike of the 

Rocky Mountains. Their development is inferred to have 

taken place in the same regional stress field thought to 

be responsible for twinning, with fracture opening occur

ring after the relaxation of tectonic stresses and the re

moval of substantial amounts of overburden. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction and Purpose 

Regional mapping of the southern Canadian Rocky 

Mountains at a large scale has indicated numerous variations 

in deformational style, but the mechanisms for these defor

mations are not usually definable in such gross studies. 

Dahlstrom (1970) emphasizes the importance of displacement 

transfer along strike between faults and folds as a mechanism 

for the development of new deformational features. Observation 

and determination of the geometry, kinematics and dynamics of 

this process through both mesoscopic and microscopic fabrics 

should permit determination of a sequence of deformational 

events consistent with deformational theories. 

With this in mind, a fault bounded syncline on Heart 

Mountain was investigated to determine: 

(1) 	 the geometry and geometric variations along the 

Exshaw Thrust and Heart Mountain syncline 

(2} 	 the paleostrain and inferred paleostress dis

tributions through analysis of macroscopic and 

microscopic (twin) fabrics 

(3) 	 the relationships between macro- and mesoscopic 

fabrics and the local ·and/or regional stress field 

distributions 
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(4) 	 the differential stress responsible for such 

structures 

(5) 	 a deformational model and history consistent with 

observed structural elements and theoretical con

cepts of displacement transfer 

1.2 Previous Work 

Due in part to the accessibility provided by the Bow 

River Valley, the Exshaw area has been the subject of over 100 

years of geologic exploration. The earliest accounts are those 

of Hector (1858), Dawson (1886) and McConnell (1887) for whom 

the McConnell Thrust was named (Gallup 1953, 1956). McConnell's 

stratigraphic and structural section through the Bow River 

Valley provided the framework for generations of future geologists. 

During this century Dawley (1907) , Allen (1912-1915) , 

Shimer (1926), Kindle (1924) and Warren (1926) undertook strat

igraphic studies of the Eastern Canadian Cordillera. The 

first comprehensive structural mapping of the Bow River Valley 

was by Clark (1949) "out of geological curiosity and for week

end physical recreation". Data collected in previous studies 

was published by the GSC in 1970 at a scale of 1:50,000 as 

a portion of Operation Bow-Athabasca. The present thesis area 

is a small portion of Map 1265A, Canmore East by Price (1970). 

More recently, numeric dynamic analyses of the Front 
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Ranges have been completed by graduate students from the 

University of Calgary, notably Jamison (1974), Brown (1976) 

and Moffat (1980). Jamison's thesis included samples from 

this present thesis area. 

1.3 Local Geographical Setting 

The study area is located just south of the Trans

Canada Highway adjacent to the town of Exshaw. The study 

area is reached by travelling westward along Hwy 1 from Calgary 

to Exshaw, and then by foot up the northwest ridge of Heart 

Mountain. A pathway leads directly from the highway and 

begins at Heart Creek. Heart Mountain rises over 7050 feet 

above sea level; the synclinal peak observed from the high

way is a false summit and the region of most intensive study. 

Figure 1.31 illustrates the position of the thesis 

area in a regional context. 

1.4 Regional Geological Setting 

The area of study is located near the eastern margin 

of the Front Range Structural Subprovince, one of four such 

subprovinces which constitute the Rocky Mountains. These 

subprovinces from east to west are: 



Figure 1.31 	 Location map of the thesis area illustrating 
position relative to the major structural 
subdomains of the Rocky Mountains. 
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(1) Foothills 

(2) Front Ranges 

(3) Main Ranges 

(4) Western Ranges 

The Rocky Mountains, also known as the Foreland Fold and 

Thrust Belt (Wheeler and Gabrielse, 1972), are contained 

within the eastern margin of the Columbian Orogen (Brown, 1976). 

Norris (1956) and Dahlstrom (1970) emphasize the im

portance of stratigraphic control of the suite of deformational 

structures produced within each of the subprovinces. The var

iations in deformational expression between the Foothills and 

Front Ranges illustrate this point. Surface exposures in the 

Canadian Foothills are primarily of incompetent Mesozoic elas

tics. These are highly folded and intensively thrust imbri

cated, with low topographic relief (Moffat, 1980). The exten

sive imbrication of thrusts at high structural levels results 

from the large number of incom~etent shaley horizons (Douglas, 

1956; Price and Mountjoy, 1970; Dahlstrom, 1970) within the 

Mesozoic elastic sequence. 

Deformation mechanisms within the Front Ranges are 

essentially the same as those within the Foothills, but thrust

ing occurs at a deeper stratigraphic level. The more resistant 

nature of the Paleozoic carbonates produces the topographical 

variation from the Foothills. Thrusts within the Front 

Ranges and Foothills strike NW-SE and are commonly concave 

upwards. Figure 1.41 illustrates the nature of thrusting in 



Figure 1.41 	 Structural section of eastern margin of the 
Front Ranges approximately 6.75 km north of 
the thesis area. Note the listric, concave 
upward appearance of thrust faults, steep
ening and becoming more imbricated at higher 
stratigraphic levels.· Faults coring into 
concentric folds are also common. 

modified after Price (1970) 
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the Front Ranges. The thesis area is located 6.75 km SE of 

this cross section. Thrusting commonly is bedding plane 

parallel and "steps" steeply through competent units as it 

cuts up-section to the NE. As the thrust steepens, imbrica

tions develop, with the greatest displacement occurring along 

the lowermost fault (Dahlstrom, 1970; Brown, 1976, 1978). At 

depth, a series of thrusts merge. Seismic evidence suggests 

that there is no involvement of the Hudsonian basement in tl}_,e 

Main and Front Ranges (Bally et al, 1966). Dahlstrom (1970) 

defines a family of structures occurring within the Phanero

zoic strata of both.the Foothills and Front Range subprovinces. 

The family includes: 

(1) thrust faults (imbricate, listric, often folded) 

(2) concentric folds 

(3) transverse tear faults 

(4) normal faults (late stage) 

Deformation is believed to have migrated from west to east 

from the Upper Cretaceous through to the Eocene (Bally et al, 1966). 

Rapid loading triggers imbricate thrusting from the toe of 

the advancing wedge (Gretener, 1972; Elliot, 1976a). The 

advancing warped thrust is preceded geographically by a fore-

land bulge (Price, 1970, 1980), producing a set of orthogonal 

joints seen throughout all of Alberta (Babcock, 1973; Riek and 

Currie, 1974; Moffat, 1980). As deformation proceeds, the 

developing thrusts rotate from the toe. This yields a mono

clinically folded hanging wall and a folded thrust (Dahlstrom, 

1970). Late stage deformations consist of back-limb thrust



Figure 1.42 Orogenic evolution of the Western Cordillera. 
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Plate l.4I Eastern margin of the Front Ranges as viewed 
from Heart Mountain looking north. The Lac 
des Arcs (LdA), Exshaw (Ex) and McConnell 
(McC) thrusts are shown; each lends its name 
to the plate which lies above it. The McConnell 
Thrust divides the Foothills (to the right) 
composed of Mesozoic elastics, from the Front 
Ranges (to the left) composed of Paleozoic 
carbonates. Prominent geornorphic features are 
Mount Yamnuska (eastern most mountain), Loder 
Peak, and the Bow River Valley. 
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ing (Bally et al, 1966) and normal faulting (Dahlstrom, 1970; 

Moffat, 1980). 

Shortening of the Paleozoic strata in the Main and 

Front Ranges is about 160 km and believed to be relatively 

constant along the length of the Foreland Fold and Thrust belt. 

The dominant deformation mechanism in the Northern Rockies is 

concentric folding, and thrusting in the Southern Rockies 

(Dahlstrom, 1970; Brown, 1976). Transfer of displacement 

from thrusts to adjacent thrusts or folds occurs along a de

formed belt as the thrust terminates (Moffat, 1980). 

1.5 Stratigraphy of the Thesis Area 

The stratigraphic units comprising the thesis area 

are almost exclusively Paleozoic carbonates, ranging in age 

from Upper Devonian to Pennsylvanian. A stratigraphic summary 

with thicknesses determined from structural sections is given 

in Figure 1.51. Lithologic descriptions given below are based 

on field observations and literature descriptions. References 

listed provide a more complete description of stratigraphic 

details for the type section. 

DEVONIAN 

Palliser Formation 

Type section: southern end of the Palliser Range at the north 



Figure 1.51 	 Stratigraphic summary of the thesis area. 
Thicknesses are based on field measurements, 
calculations or literature. 
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end of Lake Minnewanka, near Banff, Alberta. 


References: Beach (1943}; deWit and McLaren (1950); Shriner (1926) 


Description: The Palliser consists primarily of very resistant, 


massive, fine-grained dolomitic limestones. Fresh surfaces 


are medium grey. Surficial exposures are usually prominent 


cliffs with a blue/grey mottled appearance. Bedding is vir


tually absent. Both upper and lower boundaries within the thesis 


area are fault contacts, but complete exposures in adjacent 


areas put the stratigraphic thickness at about 335 m. 


MISSISSIPPIAN 


Banff Formation 


Type section: Lake Minnewanka ar~a, near Banff,Alberta 


References: Beales (1950); Moore (1958); Penner (1958); 


Shriner (1926) 


Description: Commonly divided into 3 formations: the Lower 


Banff being calcareous, brownish-grey recessive shales; the 


Middle Banff is a medium grey, argillaceous wackestone of a 


slightly more resistant nature; the Upper Banff is a reces


sive calcareous mudstone, often containing nlll'1erous chert 


nodules. Substantial stratigraphic variability over short 


lateral distances has often resulted in the three Banff for-· 


mations being mapped together as a single stratigraphic unit. 


The incompetent Lower Banff often acts as a decollement zone 


in the t-hick, competent Paleozoic carbonate sequence of the 


Front Ranges (Stockrnal, 1979). The Banff Formation lies un


conformably on top of the Palliser. Locally their total 
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thickness is about 285 m. 

Livingstone Formation 

Type section: north bank of the head waters of Flat Creek 

Alberta in the southern Kananaskis area. 

References: Beales (1950); Douglas (1950, 1953); Douglas and 

Harker (1958); Moore (1958). 

Description: Exposures of the Livingstone within the thesis 

area are primarily from the upper portion. The Livingstone 

is a grey, medium-grained, massive lirr:estone, and the unit 

becomes coarser and more fossiliferous down section. At lower 

stratigraphic levels the term grainstone is appropriate. Out

cropping generally consists of prominent blue/grey cliffs ad

jacent to thrusts. Distinctive karst features (rill and cairn 

structures) are typical. The unit as a whole is very resis

tant and very competent. A complete section of Livingstone 

is not seen within the thesis area. Total thickness is believed 

to be approximately 340 km. 

Mount Head Formation 

Type section: Mount Head map area, Alberta 

References: Beales (1950); Douglas (1950, 1953); Douglas and 

Harker (1958); Moore (1958). 

Description: The observed sections were primarily from the 

Lower Mount Head. The lithology is recessive, medium-bedded, 

fine grained dolomites and limestones. Interbeds of elastic 

limestones and calcarenites as well as nodular chert are common. 
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Lithologically the lowermost units are similar to those of 

the conformably-underlying Livingstone Formation, but the rec

essive nature of the Mount Head Formation allows one to define 

the boundary. A complete section of Mount Head Formation is 

found along the eastern side of Heart Mountain; the calculated 

stratigraphic thickness is 170 m. 

Etherington Formation 

Type section: no type section, but the formation outcrops 

along Etherington Creek in the Mount Head map area and the 

name may have been coined for this locality. 

References: Douglas (1953); Douglas ~nd Harker (1958). 

Description: A section of Etherington outcrops along the 

eastern slope of Heart Mountain a~d consists dominantly of 

slightly resistant, fine grained grey wackestones and packstones. 

Argillaceous horizons exist. Locally chert nodules are abun

dant. The Etherington Formation is believed to behave in

competently in conjunction with the Mount Head Formation 

(Stockmal, 1979). The lower contact with the Mount Head For

mation is conformable. The Etherington Formation is uncon

formably overlain by the Rocky Mountain Group. Stratigraphic 

thickness within the thesis area is 90 m. 

PERMIAN - PENNSYLVANIAN 

Rocky Mountain Group 

Type section: no type section 

References: Douglas and Harker (1958); Dowling (1907); 

McGugan and Rapson (1960); Moore (1958); Raasch (1958); 
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Warren (1947). 

Description: The Rocky Mountain Group is dominantly inter

bedded dolomite and dolomitic siltstone and sandstone, fine 

grained and well bedded, the upper portion being noticeably 

more argillaceous. Exposures are of resistant, blocky, tan

coloured rocks, often well cross bedded. The lower unconform

able contact with the Etherington Formation is sharp and the 

upper contact is not seen at this locality. Warren (1947) 

describes an uppermost chert bed, but this was not observed. 

Price (1970) maps a very thin sliver of Spray River Group ad

jacent to the @ splay in the footwall. This lithology was 

not observed. This fact, combined with the absence of a chert 

horizon and an anomalously thin stratigraphic thickness (120 m) 

suggests that the Spray River Group does not exist at this 

locality. The Rocky Mountain Group is apparently fault bounded. 

Some degree of uncertainty exists in this interpretation since 

there was extensive talus cover shed from the cliff formed by 

the Livingstone Formation in the hanging wall of the @ splay. 



Plate !.SI Exposure patterns of the lower Mount Head, 
upper Livingstone Formations, and the Rocky 
Mountain Group as seen looking northwestward 
along strike from outcrop 2-2 at the ~ 
thrust. Price {1970) maps a very thin sliver 
of Spray River Group in the footwall of the
@ thrust, but ground traverses do not 
support this. The trace of the Exshaw thrust 
is continued to the horizon. 
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MACROSCOPIC STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

2.1 Field Procedures 

Stratigraphic and structural field mapping of the thesis 

area was undertaken over many weekends during the summer of 1981. 

Detailed mapping at a scale of 1:16,667 was aided by the care

ful use of air photos, Thommen altimeter and a Brunton pocket 

transit. The Geological Survey of Canada map 1265A at a scale 

of 1:50,000 {Price, 1970) was extremely valuable, especially 

for tentative stratigraphic identification and initial famil

iarization. Outcrop observations generally consisted of a 

statistically suitable number of bedding plane, fracture and 

fold axis measurements. Oriented samples were collected when 

appropriate. 

2.2 Regional Deformational Setting 

The regional structural trend of the Front Ranges and 

Foothills west of Calgary is 157°. Regional transport direction 

of the thrusted sequences is considered to be normal to this 

and horizontal. If in the thin-skinned decollement hypothesis 

we assume that the basement gradient is negligible, then the 

kinematic axes are 067°, horizontal; 157°, horizontal; and 



Figure 2.11 Outcrop locations visited during the course 
of the study. 
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Figure 2.12 Geology of the Exshaw Thrust at Heart Mountain, 
Alberta, based in part on the GSC map #1265A. 
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argillaceous limestone and dolomite 

Mlv- LIVINGSTONE FORMATlON 
light grey, massive, calcarenitic limestone; dolomite 

Mbf- BANFF FORMATION 
fine. grey-brown limes tone; calcareous shale 

Devonian 

Dpa- PALLISER FORMATION 
grey, massive, dolomitic limestone 

SCALE 

O 0.5km 

CONTOUR INTERVAL 
500 FEET 
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vertical for a, b, and c respectively. Thin sections in this 

study are in the ac plane. On a regional scale, deformation 

within the Foreland Thrust belt is irrotational plane strain 

with respect to the regional stress field. Therefore these 

axes correspond to the maximum, intermediate and minimum 

principal stresses (cr1, cr 2 , cr3) and strains (A, B, C) also. 

Hafner's theoretical model for stress distribution 

(Hafner, 1951, p. 386) is an approximation of the regional 

stress regime (see Figure 2.21). This model produces concave 

upward shear fractures analogous to the concave upwards thrust 

faults observed in the Front Ranges and Foothills. In reg

ional context the theory places cr 1 trending normal to the reg

ional structural trend at 067° but increasing slightly in 

plunge towards the northeast. The plunging cr 1 produces an 

upward fanning distribution of cr 3 (so as to remain orthogonal). 

cr 2 remains horizontal (into the page in Figure 2.21) and trends 

parallel to the regional structure at 157°. Jamison (1974) 

points out the following inadequacies in the Hafner model: 

(1) 	 Hafner assumes the stressed body is isotropic, 

homogeneous and elastic, whereas the rocks with

in this region do not exhibit these characteristics; 

(2) 	 It is impossible to correlate a single point 

within the rock body to a single point in the model; 

(3) 	 The predicted stress fields are only valid before 

the initiation of non-elastic strain (such as 

fracturing). 



Figure 2.21 	 Standard state stress model and super
imposed horizontal pressures with constant 
lateral and vertical gradient. 

after Hafner (1951) 
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Thus, Hafner's model is of limited use in describing 

the kinematics of deformation. Deviations between the orien

tation of Hafner's predicted strain orientations and dynamic 

methods should be expected. Local rotational components in 

the overall irrotational stress field may produce anomalous 

results. 

Deformational structures observed during the course 

of this study have been subdivided into megascopic structures 

(mappable at a scale of 1:16,666; generally thrust faults and 

folds) , mesoscopic structures (readily observable at the out

crop) , and microscopic structures (visible only in thin 

section). Local structural trend is approximately 145°, 

whereas regional trend for the Front Ranges is approximately 157°. 

2.3 Megascopic Deformational Features 

The distinctive megascopic deformational features with

in the thesis area consist of the Exshaw Thrust and the Heart 

Mountain syncline. An excellent strike view of these can be 

obtained from the Trans-Canada Highway, and is shown in 

Plate 2.3I. 

The Exshaw Thrust is a typical listric concave-up thrust 

fault within the Front Ranges. Along its length it thrusts 

Devonian Palliser Formation on top of Mississippian Etherington 

Formation implying a stratigraphic throw of about 1300 m in 



Plate 2.3I Strike view looking south of Heart Mountain 
and the Exshaw Thrust as viewed from the Trans 
Canada Highway. Letters designate splays of 
the Exshaw Thrust; formation abbreviations 
are described in Figu:t:e 2 .12. The @ thrust 
terminates just beyond the horizon, but is 
parallel to the Livingstone/Mount Head con
tact just to the left of the © thrust. 
Access to the mountain.top is along a pathway 
approximately on the trace of the © thrust. 
The false summit in the picture is 6750 feet 
above sea level; the highway is at 4250 feet. 
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the vicinity of the thesis area. The Exshaw Thrust is believed 

to join the Lac des Arcs Thrust at depth, and both join the 

McConnell Thrust above the Precambrian basement (Price, 1970). 

Within the thesis area the single thrust surface div

ides to yield four individual thrusts. For simplification, 

these will be denoted @ , @ , © , @ from east to west 

in both the text and on photographs. The @ and @ thrusts 

are bedding plane parallel. The @ thrust actually consists 

of three closely spaced planes of displacement which occur 

within more argillaceous units of the Livingstone Formation. 

The @ thrust dies out along strike within the thesis area, 

and is not visible from the highway. The geologic survey map 

(1265A) proposes that the @ thru~t dies out laterally to 

the southeast as well as to the northwest. Although at the 

outcrops corresponding to cross section 4 in Figure 2.36 

the fault plane was not readily observable, it easily could 

have existed, as it should be bedding plane parallel, and 

the rocks are intensely jointed. A doubly terminating fault 

would not be consistent with the presence of the adjacent 

"associated" fold in the proposed model (see section 5 .. 1). 

Plates 2.3II and 2.3III are taken approximately 100 m apart. 

Plate 2.3II shows the characteristically different exposure 

of the @ thrust as compared to the more typical © thrust. 

Direct exposure of the fault plane is usually shrouded by 

a large amount of surface rubble. Plate 2.3III shows the 

conformable contact between the Mount Head and Livingstone 



Plate 2.3II Southward strike view of the western margin 
of Heart Mountain taken from outcrop 3-10. 
Note the characteristically different expos
ure of the @ thrust as compared to the © 
and @ thrusts. Displacement along the @ 
thrust is decreasing toward the foreground. 
The Livingstone Formation (to the right of 
the @ thrust) is massive and resistant, 
while the Lower Mount Head Formation (left 
of the @ thrust) is recessive. 





Plate 2.3III 

Plate 2.3IV 

Conformable Mount Head (Mmh)/ Livingstone 
(Mlv) Formation contact at outcrop 3-11. 

The @ thrust is observed approximately 

150 rn southeast of this location to trend 

parallel to the contact with appreciable 

displacement. 


Calcite filling of tension gashes (?). 

Very localized and on strike with the (§)

thrust just north of the thrust's termin

ation (see Table 5.lA) within the Livingstone 

Formation near outcrop 3-11. Gashes form 

parallel to bedding. 






Plate 2.3V Strike view northward at northwestern ridge 
of Heart Mountain showing the characteristic 
outcropping of the @ and @ thrusts. Both 
thrusts parallel the vertical bedding. The 
competent, massive Livingstone Formation is 
internally undeformed and forms cliffs approx
imately 50 m high. Note how rubble obscures 
the trace of the @ thrust. Termination of 
the @ thrust occurs approximately 20 m past 
the horizon. 
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Formations approximately 20 m past the horizon in plate 2.3V 

The @ thrust is believed to be the major thrust from defor

mation observations,· and this is consistent with Dahlstrom 

(1970) (see Section 1.4). All thrusts within the thesis area 

strike approximately parallel to the regional structural trend 

of lp7°; dips increase from 35°W to essentially vertical from 

east to west. 

The Heart Mountain syncline is a wedge of Upper Liv

ingstone and Lower Mount Head Formations totally separated 

from neighbouring rocks by the bedding plane parallel @ 
and © thrusts. Limbs of the fold are quite straight with 

a dihedral angle of about 105°. The syncline is faulted out 

on both ends in the thesis area by· the @ thrust, and is 

not picked up on strike in adjacent areas. 

Careful field observations indicate that the fold is 

~ 	 conical through the thesis area. Plate 2.3I shows the north

west face of Heart Mountain in strike view. The summit is 

produced by the broad, straight limbed Heart Mountain syncline. 

Plate 2.3VIshows this same syncline at outcrop 1-4 (view is 

looking north) 550 m to the southeast of Plate 2.3I. Note 

here that the @ thrust now has appreciable displacement 

and the dihedral angle of the fold is approximately 73°. In 

both cases, substantial structural thickening in the nose of 

the fold has taken place in the Mount Head Formation. Between 

these two locations, the axial line strikes 145° and dips 

gently (approximately 5°) to the northwest. A strike view 



Plate 2.3VI 	 The Heart Mountain syncline at outcrop 1-4. 
The trace of the @ thrust is inferred from 
bedding variations and fracture patterns. 
Letters designate locations of samples. Note 
that the Livingstone formation left of the 
fault, appears relatively undeformed, while 
the folded Lower Mount Head Formation is 
structurally thickened in the nose of the 
syncline. View is looking north approximately 
500 m south of that in Plate 2.3I. 
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from outcrop 6-8 following distinctive lithologies to the 

next ridge indicates that through this 500 m section, the 

Heart Mountain syncline changes from a slightly irregular 

straight limbed acute fold on the ridge just below outcrop 

6-13, to an isoclinal fold that is slightly overturned to

wards the west at outcrop 6-8. The ridge containing outcrop 

6-8 was the last observable exposure of the syncline. At 

this location, the strike of the fold axis is approximately 

152° and plunges gently toward the north. The geometric 

relationships between the folding and thrust surfaces through 

the thesis area are shown simplified in Figure 2.31. 

2.4 Mesoscopic Deformational Features 

Mesoscopic deformational features observed during the 

course of the field work consisted primarily of fractures 

and minor bedding displacement. Of these, fracturing is by 

far the greatest mesoscopic deformational feature. Small 

scale folding and displacement of beds along minor faults 

was not observed. At most localities, the actual fault 

contact was obscured by surface rubble, but outcrops less 

than 5 m from the fault trace exhibited no apparent deform

ation. Evidence of sulphur within the rocks increased dram

atically over a very small distance normal to the thrust 

surface as did fracture intensity. 



Figure 2.31 	 Schematic view of structural variations 
throughout the thesis area. Note the termin
ation of the @ thrust along strike and the 
broadening of the Heart Mountain syncline to
ward the northwest. Compare to characteristics 
outlined in Table 5.lA. 
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Fractures are generally pervasive, but vary somewhat 

with lithological contrasts, being generally well developed 

in the Mount Head Formation and poorly developed in the Upper 

Livingstone Formation. During the course of field work, frac

ture patterns at outcrop locations were categorized into three 

groups: random, "strong" and "weak". At all locations, a 

suitable number of orientations of the fracture sets were 

taken. The poles to the fracture sets are plotted in Figure 2.41. 

Impressions from field work indicate that the two major frac

ture sets and bedding are all mutually orthogonal, the strong 

set being normal to regional strike and a much weaker set 

parallel to regional strike. Results indicated in Figure 2.41 

substantiate this. In many instances these two fracture sets 

were difficult to determine because of intense development of 

random fracture sets. 

Figure 2.41 illustrates a distinct human bias. Field 

impressions suggest that three mutually orthogonal planes 

exist, but Figure 2.41 suggests that the strong set is per

pendicular to the bedding and the "weak set" is rather ran

domly distributed, but approximately parallel to bedding. 

Since bedding at most outcrops was nearly vertical, the the

oretical weak set proposed would originally have had a hor

izontal orientation. Thus there was a tendency not to 

measure them. Field notes substantiate this and many "weak 

sets" were described as "almost horizontal"; such qualitative 

descriptions were not plotted. The "weak sets" plotted are 



Lower hemisphere equal area plot of polesFigure 2.41 
to fracture planes. Strong/weak designation 
is based on qualitative assessment in the 
field. For all data, bedding has been ro
tated to horizontal. 
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more likely a random set of bedding plane partings mistaken 

for joint surfaces. 





Plate 2.4I 	 Well developed orthogonal jointing in the 
Livingstone Formation near outcrop 3-6. 
Bedding dips into the page at approximately 
45°. Note that the jointing is more strongly 
developed in the argillaceous horizon. 
"Stron~ set" corresponds to the set in shad
ows. ~ thrust is about 200 m below. 

Plate 2.4II 	 Intense, somewhat random jointing as viewed 
on a bedding plane within the Livingstone 
Formation at outcrop 3-10. @ thrust is 
approximately 30 m away and has only a minor 
amount of displacement. Tape measure is 20 
centimeters long. 





Plate 2.4III Plan view of bedding plane of Livingstone 
Formation within the Heart Mountain syncline 
at outcrop 4-1. Bedding is essentially 
vertical. Three major joint sets are seen: 

w = weak set subparallel to the fold 
axis (arrow) 

S = 	strong set parallel to transport 
direction 

L = 	late, widely spaced set; apparently 
not related to the stress field 
which determines W and S 

W and S are normal to bedding; L is oblique 
to bedding. Mount McGillvary is seen in the 
background. 





Plate 2.4IV 

Plate 2.4V 

Well developed "strong joints" perpendicular 
to bedding and parallel to regional trans
port direction in Upper Rocky Mountain Group 
at outcrop 3-4 approximately 200 m from the 
~ thrust. Note that jointing is pervasive 
throughout the varying lithologies. Plane 
of view corresponds to the "weak set". 

Fracture patterns in .Mount Head Formation 
at outcrop 1-40. Jointing is regular, but 
not orthogonal. 
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MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

3.1 Laboratory Procedures 

Seven oriented samples of a total 26 collected in the 

field were considered coarse enough for optical dynamic ana

lysis. These were re-oriented in the laboratory in a large 

container of small lead pellets for maximum accuracy and 

stability during this process. Thin sections were then cut 

perpendicular to the local structural trend at an orientation 

of 055° and vertical. These secti0ns were then examined 

using a Leitz 4-axis universal stage to determine the orien

tation of c-axis and twin lamellae (after the technique of 

Groshong, 1976; and Turner and Weiss, 1963, p. 197 - 203) for 

use in the dynamic analysis. Glass hemispheres and mineral 

oil of refractive index approximately equal to that of calcite 

were chosen so as to minimize any optically induced tilts. 

Equant grains (i.e. crinoid ossicles) with two well-developed 

"thick twin" sets were preferentially measured. The tedious 

reduction of data was greatly simplified by the computer 

program TWIN of Groshong (1972, 1974). This computer program 

calculates strain magnitudes and orientations as well as the 

numeric dynamic analysis axes of Spang (1971, 1972) from 

oriented twin data. All slides were point counted (300 counts) 

to determine the percentage of grains untwinned, "thin twinned", 
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and with one, two, or three twin sets. 

3.2 Pressure Solution and Microfracturing 

Evidence of pressure solution in the form of stylolit

ization is pervasive, but is of minor importance throughout 

the thesis area. Stylolites seen can be grouped into two 

broad families: 

(1) parallel to bedding 

(2) normal to bedding 

those parallel to bedding being the most abundant. No change 

in the amount of stylolitization was seen with distance from 

the fault. Stylolites persist through varying grain sizes, 

although they are best developed in the rnicritic zones, 

perhaps as an alternate method of intragranular deformation 

due to the increased surface area per unit volume. As plate 

3.2I suggests, styloli.tes commonly cut twinned calcite grains. 

Microfracturing within the thesis area varies dras

tically with distance from the fault, and increases rapidly 

over a very short distance normal to the fault. The few 

samples obtained from the fault zone indicate that rnicrofrac

turing is the dominant microscopic deformational feature. At 

all locations the orientations of rnicrofractures appeared ran

dom, varying primarily with lithological contrasts. Boundaries 

between calcite grains and rnicrite were preferentially exploited. 



Plate 3.2! (A) 	 Stylolite cutting through twinned carbon
ate grains suggesting formation after 
twinning. Outcrop 2-3, magnification 160x, 
crossed polars. 

(B) 	 As above, stylolite is sharp through the 
grain, but "beads" in the micrite. Out
crop l-4E-2, magnification 25x, crossed 
polars. 
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3.3 Carbonate Twinning 

Twinning along the e{0112} plane is pervasive in the 

thesis area, but only those sections containing a suitable 

(>25) number of twinned grains with diameters greater than 

about 50 microns were observed intensely. The mechanics of 

carbonate twinning is discussed in Appendix Al. All samples 

for which Numeric Dynamic Analysis (NOA) was performed were 

point counted (300 points per section) to determine the per

centages of twinned carbonate material. The results are pre

sented in Table 3.3A. Twinning in calcite was primarily of 

the "thick" variety; that is, a measurable thickness of twinned 

material was observable between adjacent portions of host. 

Twinned material is identified under crossed polars as a band 

of dark material within a light host. Optical continuity 

between the twin and host is lost due to gliding. The host 

and the twin alternate in extinction. 

The majority of the Upper Livingstone Formation 

(from which most samples were taken) is composed of micritic 

calcite and dolomite. Grains coarse enough for NDA were 

primarily from fossils, fractures, or the occasional coarse 

grain dispersed in a fine matrix. Observations indicate that 

there is no consistent trend in the degree of twinning. Plots 

of peicentage grains twinned versus both longitudinal distance 

along the fault and distance perpendicular to the fault 

showed negligible correlation. Throughout the entire thesis 



TABLE 3. 3A 

POINT COUNT RESULTS 
(CARBONATE MATERIAL ONLY) 

Section Micrite Untwin Number of Twin Sets Thin Twin 
One Two Three 

5-4 132 93 43 17 0 15 

(Mlv) 44.0% 31. 0% 14.3% 5.7% 0 5.0% 


2 174-5 124 90 41 26 

(Mlv) 41. 3% 30.0% 13.7% 8.7% 0.7% 5.7% 


4-4 38 68 122 41 0 31 

(Mlv) 12.7% 22.7% 40.7% 13.7% 0 10.3% 


4-2 74 124 49 26 0 27 

(Mlv) 24.7% 41. 3% 16.3% 8.7% 0 9 .. 0% 


3-5 65 132 44 35 0 24 

(PP rm) 21.7% 44.0% 14.7% 11.7% 0 8.0% 


0 143-7 174 62 36 14 

(Mlv) 58.0% 20.7% 12.0% 4.7% 0 4.7% 


6-10 155 80 37 12 0 16 

(Mmh) 51. 7% 26.7% 12.3% 4.0% 0 5,3% 


~ 
N 
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area, it is therefore concluded that the shear stress assoc

iated with the Laramide Orogeny exceeds the critical value 

required for the initiation of crystal gliding (see Appendix Al). 

Untwinned grains therefore result from late (post orogenic) 

recrystallization of calcite in cavities and/or highly un

favourable angular relationships between the c-axis and cr 1 

(see Appendix Al). Variations in the amount of twinned mat

erial observed can be accounted for by lithological variations. 

Finer grained samples characteristically contain fewer twinned 

grains. 

Numerous grains contained more than one twin set. 

Often the chronological order of the twin sets can be det

ermined through observation of kinking and distortion. 

Plates 3.3IC and 3.3IIA show examples of this. The later twin 

set kinks the earlier one due to the glide mechanism. Plate 

3.3IIA also shows good evidence of grain boundary effects 

on e-twinning. Groshong (1972) makes the assumption that 

each grain may be treated as having been independently twinned 

(see Appendix I, Absolute Strain Calculation). Evidence from 

this study indicates that this is not strictly true in all 

cases, but in general it is. Moffat (1980) found similar 

grain boundary effects. 



Plate 3.3I 

(A) 	 Typical microscopic appearance of the Upper Liv
ingstone Formation. Note abundant very fine mic.
rite, dolomite with "thin twins" and 3 well dev
eloped thick twin sets in a crinoid ossicle. 
Outcrop 4-2, magnification 63x, crossed polars. 

(B) 	 Heavily twinned and slightly kinked thick twins 
in calcite. Numerous truncations of one twin set 
by another are evident. Outcrop 4-2, magnification 
63x, crossed polars. 

(C) 	 Kinked twins in one calcite grain in sutured con
tact with another untwinned grain. Second grain 
is not twinned due to unfavourable crystallographic 
orientation, suggesting that the differential stress 
was not greatly past the critical shear stress re
quired for e-twinning in calcite. Outcrop 4-5, 
magnification 63x, crossed polars. 

(D) 	 Enlargement of plate C; note the small amount of 
twinning occurring in the "untwinned grain" ad
jacent to the contact. This suggests that grain 
boundary effects exist (see also Plate 3.3II). 
Outcrop 4-5, magnification 250x, crossed polars. 





Plate 3.3II 

(A) 	 Grain boundary effects inducing e-twins in calcite. 
Twins from grain A induce twinning in grain B (see 
arrows) which distort a weaker and thinner earlier 
set. Note also the microfracturing (bottom left) 
preferentially exploiting the boundary between 
grains and micrite. Outcrop 4-2, magnification 63x, 
crossed polars. 

(B) 	 Close up of thick twins in a crinoid ossicle. 
Note how the twins are relatively constant in thick
ness; this is a practical assumption of the NOA 
theory. Orientation and measurement of twins is 
based on how sharp the boundary is. The twin set 
marked by the arrow is being. viewed somewhat ob-· 
liquely; the universal stage would be rotated to 
achieve a sharp boundary before measurement. Out
crop 4-4, magnification 63x, crossed polars. 

(C) 	 Dolomite thin twins adjacent to calcite twins. 
Outcrop 4-4, magnification 63x, crossed polars. 

(D) 	 Sparry twinned calcite filling void within a brach
iopod surrounded by micrite. Outcrop 4-4, mag
nification 63x, crossed polars. 





Figure 3.31 Calcite lattice with twinning along the 
e{Oll2} crystallographic plane. Section 
viewed is normal to zone axis a . Calcium 
ions are represented by solid l~rge cir
cles; CO groups are shown as grouped 
circles ~much reduced· in size}. Note the 
change in orientation of c-axis between 
twinned and untwinned calcite. 



TWIN 
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NUMERIC DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

4.1 Introduction 

Under the {P,T) regime that is thought to have existed 

throughout the thesis area at the time of deformation {approx

imately 1.5 kb and 200°C) intragranular deformation of calcite 

occurs as a glide (twinning) along the e crystallographic plane. 

Since the orientation of gliding with respect to c~ystallography 

is fixed, and the critical shear stress required for glide 

initiation is know, a randomly orie~ted sample of twinned grains 

should be able to give a statistically reliable indication of 

orientations of strain axes. Groshong (1974) gives the upper 

limit of accurate strain determination as 8.5 per cent. 

Spang {1974) interprets the results of the NOA as stress, 

assuming that the aggregate strain is irrotational and that the 

magnitude of differential stress is not so great that other 

(less favourable) crystallographic glide planes are exploited. 

The assumption of irrotational strain has a profound influence 

on the theoretical interpretation of twinning events and their 

dynamic meaning. Brown (1976) concisely summarizes the possible 

interpretations of both rotational and irrotational strain mod

els in terms of twinning. This is given in Table 4.lA. 

The values of the NOA axes determined are minimal if 

the stress field responsible for the twinning is continually 
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Table 4. lA 

SUMMARY OF STRAIN MODELS 

Irrotational Strain 

Twinning occurs in response to 
one or rrore stress systems which 
rraintain an orthogonal relation
ship to the strain axes. Both 
stress and strain ellipsoids may 
be stationary, or rotating with 
respect to an extemal coordin
ate· system. Twinning may be 
continuous or discontinuous. A 
unique solution exists. 

Twinning occurs at one discrete 
m:J'!Slt in a continuously rotat
ing stress field relative to the 
strain ellipsoid. A unique 
solution exists. 

Rotational Strain 

Twinning occurs at several dis
crete m::m:mts in a continuously 
rotating stress field relative 
to the strain ellipsoid. No 
tmique solution exists. 

Twinning occurs continuously in 
a rotational environnent with 
respect to the stress field. No 
uniqµe solution exists. 

after Brown (1976) 
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rotating or is variable and discontinuous. In both situations 

an overprinting effect of strains is seen on the grains. 

Jamison (1974) states that the NDA tensor can be viewed as the 

sum of the NDA-C tensor and the NDA-T tensor, these tensors 

being derived from the compressional and tensional axes res

pectively. Irrotational singular stress fields produce a bi

modal distribution of compression axes, whereas an equatorial 

distribution may indicate superimposed stress fields. 

Since both NDA and least squares strain gauge techniques 

are based on twinning, they represent intragranular strains 

only and do not provide an estimate of strain accounted for by 

other mechanisms (for example, faults, pressure solution, etc.) 

(Stockmal, 1979). 

4.2 Error and External Biases 

The value of information obtained by numeric dynamic 

analysis is subject to scrutiny due to errors associated with 

sample collecting, microscope measurement, external biases of 

mechanical and human origin, and theoretical assumptions. 

Samples obtained in the field were marked by horizontal lines 

and an arrow of know azimuth. During thin section preparation, 

the samples were re-oriented in the lab. Jamison (1974) very 

roughly estimates the maximum reasonable error that may be in

troduced during each step of this process as 5°, giving a maximum 
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possible error due to orientation of 10°. Hopefully the error 

is substantially less than this due to careful measurement and 

the chance of cancellation of orientation errors. 

During the course of measurements of twin lamellae and 

c-axes on the universal stage, the chance for numerous errors 

exists. A reasonable estimate of precision is approximately 

±2° based on an intuitive feel for the process. As data were 

collected, they were also plotted on a stereonet to observe 

the angular relationship between the c and e poles. These two 

poles should ideally be 26° apart (see Figure A2, Appendix I). 

If the measured orientations deviated by more than ±4° from this 

value, the grain was re-measured. Grains with two or more twin 

sets were preferentially measured to provide a second internal 

method of measurement consistency. With two twin sets, both 

must be oriented 26°±4° to the c-axis. The relatively large 

range of accepted values is due to the problems inherent in 

determining the orientation of the c-axis through extinction. 

The computer program also gives the calculated angle between 

c and e to further screen out error measurements. 

Measurement of twinned grains on the universal stage is 

limited to the extent of rotation about the horizontal axis 

(about 50°). This is an absolute maximum. Figure 4.21 indi

cates that twin lamellae could only be measured effectively if 

they are oriented at an angle greater than 65° to the plane of 

the thin section. Grains with horizontal (within 35°) c-axes 

were the only grains incorporated in this study. Calcite c-axes 

may also be deduced when they are in a vertical position, but 



Figure 4.21 	 Lower hemisphere, equal area plots of poles 
to crystallographic c-axes and e-twin planes 
for calcite. Note angular zonation of ob
served measurements and random orientation 
of c-axes. 
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due to the difficulty the author found in consistently identi

fying these, they were not used. Therefore out of a possible 

180° orientation of c-axes, only those within a specific 70° 

arc were used. This bias of measuring only those grains inclined 

within a specific angular range to the plane of the thin sec

tion may be remedied by cutting two orthogonal thin sections. 

Jamison (1974) used three mutually perpendicular thin sections 

to provide complete statistical analyses of the biasing result

ing from the limitations of universal stage rotation. 

Calculation of strain magnitudes through this technique 

requires various initial assumptions (see Appendix I, Section A-4). 

Figure 4.21 illustrates that c-axes within the· samples inves

tigated are randomly oriented. It is assumed that each grain 

acts as an individual independent strain gauge. This may not 

be strictly correct; plate 3.32A suggests that twinning within 

one grain may induce twinning in the adjacent grain in some 

instances. Experimental evidence by Twombly (1980) and field 

work by Moffat (1980) also indicate this. 

4.3 NDA Results 

Twin measurements were obtained according to the pro

cedure outlined in Section 3.1. For a more complete summary of 

this technique, see Groshong (1976). The data were then run 

through the computer program TWIN (see Appendix II). Data was 

edited by: 



Figure 4.31 	 Poles to computer determined compression 
axes. Ideal distributions for non-rot
ational strain should be bimodal along a 
great circle. 
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TABLE 4. 3A 

COMPRESSION AXES DISTRIBUTIONS 

Sample Formation Results 

5-4 * Livingstone - indefinite, tending 
toward equatorial 

4-5 * Livingstone - bimodal 

4-4 * Livingstone - bimodal 

4-2 * Livingstone - slightly bimodal 

3-5 Rocky Mountain - strongly bimodal* 
6-10@ Mount Head - random 

Structural subdomains: 

* Exshaw Thrust Plate 

# McConnell Thrust Plate 

@ Heart Mountain Syncline 
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TABLE 4.3B 


NDA RESULTS 


Numeric Dynamic Analysis (Stress) 

SAMP. NDAl 
magn. 

5-4 .219 

4-5 .435 

4-4 .250 

4-2 .277 

3-5 .579 

6-10 .108 

Least Squares 

SAM!?. 

magn. 
5-4 .911 

4-5 .182 

4-4 .116 

4-2 .078 

3-5 .166 

6-10 .151 

Average NDA1 , 

orient 
199/41 

228/79 

246/67 

208/80 

244/81 

204/54 

Strain 

orient 
177/02 

267/63 

163/08 

035/46 

164/01 

053/08 

magn. 
- ~. ·• 025 

.003 

-.037 

.009 

.021 

.050 

magn. 
-.433 

-.007 

.014 

-.037 

.027 

-.064 

orient 
351/45 

007/08 

350/06 

355/09 

090/08 

.041/35 

orient 
018/88 

144/15 

258/27 

151/23 

048/87 

286/78 

NDA3 
magn. 

-.243 

-.437 

-.213 

-.286 

-.600 

-.158 

rra.gn. 
-.478 

-.175 

-.130 

-.041 

-.193 

-.088 

orient 
096/15 

098/07 

082/23 

086/06 

359/04 

306/08 

orient 
267/01 

048/21 

058/60 

258/35 

254/03 

144/10 

NDA2 , NDA3 with beds rotated to horizontal: 

NDAl = 246/03 NDA2 = 340/02 NDA ~ = 159/84
3 
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STRUCTURAL INTERPRETATIONS 

5.1 Mega- and Mesoscooic Fabrics 

Regional strike of bedding, fold axes and faults with

in the Front Ranges indicates an orogenic transport direction 

of approximately 067°. Local variations in this trend sug

gest that in the Heart Mountain region, transport was approx

imately 055°. 

Within the thesis area, the principal megascopic struc

tures of note are: 

(1) 	 the lateral termination of the @ thrust to 

the NW 

(2) 	 the development of a gently northward plung

ing conical fold adjacent, and parallel, to 

the Exshaw Thrust 

(3) 	 very steep (essentially vertical) © and @ 

imbricates of the Exshaw Thrust 

Evidence gathered suggests that (1) and (2) above 

may be related to displacement transfer between deforma

tional features. Many accounts of thrust faults coring into 

anticlinal structures have been published, but few studies 

have incorporated field observations and modelling predic

tions. Gardner and Spang (1973) propose three modes of dis

placement transfer based on experimental evidence and provide 
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geologic analogues from the Front Ranges. These are: 

(1) simple thrust to fold transfers 

(2) doubly terminated thrust transfers, and 

(3) multiple thrust to fold transfers 

The termination of the @ thrust and the synclinal 

peak at Heart Mountain seem to fit into the first case giv

en above with a few minor modifications. Figure C of plate 

1 in Gardner and Spang (1973) seems to simulate the geolog

ical conditions at Heart Mountain quite well. The deform

ational model as it applies to Heart Mountain will be ela

borated on in Section 5.4 during the discussion of structural 

development, but Table S.lA summarizes the deformational 

characteristics of the experimental model and those observed 

at Heart Mountain. 

Deformation at Heart Mountain differs significantly 

from that outlined in the Multiple Thrust transfer model in 

fault geometry. Whether this is a function of lithologic 

variations producing significant changes in the expression 

of deformation, or theoretical inadequacies of the model, 

cannot be ascertained from this study. For this reason, 

the simplest model is chose, and the effect of the previous 

faults c© and @) are added separately as complicating 

features. 

The lack of arcuate trace of the thrust fault at the 

terminus is interpreted to result from a much smaller grad

ient of displacement transfer from the @ thrust to the 



TABLE 5. lA 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL-THESIS AREA COMPARISON 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL 
(Gardner and Spang, 1973) 

- syncline develops on strike with thrust 
undergoing displacerrent transfer, anti
cline offset but en echelon 

- folding has conical gearetry (atypical 
for thrust zones) , beccming broader 
away fran the thrust tennination 

- local transport direction diverges 
fran regional direction in the displ
acenent transfer region 

- fanning effect of thrust plate pro
duces a 1 normal to the advancing edge, 
and a 3 parallel to the advancing edge 

- tension gashes at fault terminus 

- folding begins at tennination tip 

- fault block is a honogeneous single 
layer 

-- fold axes and thrust traces are 
arcuate in termination region 

HEART MOUNTAIN 

(this study) 


- syncline on strike with thrust traces, 
anticline faulted and/or eroded off 

- syncline is conical and broadens away 
fran the termination of the thrust 

- transport direction at Heart lt>untain is 
locally divergent from regional trend 

- twin data indicates that a 1 is nonnal to 
the fault strike, and a 3 parallel to the 
fault strike (see Figures 5.25 and 5.26) 

- tension gashes(?) (plate 2.3IV) at fault 
terminus 

- folding begins before fault termination 

- stratigraphy is non-honogeneous, the 
structure is probably determined by the 
thick, canpetent Palliser and Livingstone 
Formations 

- t~st traces show no deviation, fold axis 
is slightly arcuate 

lJ1 
\0 
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syncline since some displacement transfer also occurs to 

the @ and @ thrusts, over a distance of a least 1 

kilometer. Thus the simple shear generated at the terminus 

is spread over a distance therefore decreasing the grad

ient of displacement transfer~ and the fault is not as arcuate. 

The "overlap" of the @ thrust and the syncline can also be 

accounted for in this ~anner. 

Gardner and Spang (1973) observe all these features 

within their experimental model at strains of about 10 per 

cent. This is comparable to the 8.5 per cent strain that 

Groshong estimates for the limit of valid NDA results. 

Part of the uncertainty involved in producing a 

model for the deformation is that the wedge of Mount Head 

and Livingstone Formations comprising the syncline are 

totally fault bounded and observable along strike only for 

a distance of about 2 km. No correlation across the Bow River 

Valley is seen. 

Folding within the Front Ranges generally is cylin

drical and of a flexural slip nature (Brown, 1976). These 

conditions indicate that the kinematic b-axis corresponds 

to the fold hinge (145°), the a-axis is normal to the 

b-axis and in the plane of bedding, and the c-axis is 

vertical. These correspond to cr 2 , cr 1 , and cr3 respectively 

(see Section 2.2). 

Fracture patterns within the thesis area are plot

ted in Figure 2.41. This illustrates that the strong joints 
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are oriented approximately perpendicular to bedding and 

parallel to the transport direction suggested by fold axes 

(i.e. the ac structural plane). Moffat (1980) finds very 

similar results in the Rundle Thrust sheet. Figure 4.21 

also demonstrates that these fractures are normal to the 

regional strike not the local strike, suggesting that their 

orientation is determined early due to a regional stress 

field. 'the "strong joints" observed in this study cor

respond to the s joints of Babcock (1973) which trend 065°
1 

and are found in all strati~raphic units throughout vir

tually all of Alberta. Babcock did not document these 

joint sets in the Front Ranges, but later studies (as well 

as this one) substantiate that such a regional set exists 

throughout the Front Ranges. Regional joint patterns 

seem to dictate the orientation of transverse faults, etc. 

and apparently their orientations are determined well be

fore the visible deformation of the Front Ranges took place. 

Shear fractures with cr 1 bisecting the planes were generally 

not observed in the thesis area. Fractures are assumed to 

be extensional in nature and normal to the plane of com

pression. 

Thrust planes within the thesis area steepen toward 

the west, suggesting that successive (more easterly) thrusts 

rotated the previous thrust to a steeper angle. 
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5.2 NDA Interpretations 

Numerical results obtained and presented in Table 4.3B 

are graphically depicted in stereographic plots in Figures 

5.21 to 5.23. These graphical representations are much 

more relevant for interpretive purposes. 

Stockmal (1979) describes the typical cases of 

deformation expected within the Foreland Fold and Thrust 

Belt and the associated twinning response, this is briefly 

summarized in Table 5.2A. Figure 5.24 illustrates the geo

metry of these cases. 

Analysis of the data shown in Figure 5.22 suggests 

that in all cases, except samples· 3-5 and 6-10, deformation 

is of Stockmal type 1 with compression parallel to bedding 

in the transport plane and extension normal to bedding. 

Twinning of calcite grains is therefore interpreted to have 

occurred early in the deformation history (while the beds 

were still horizontal) and subsequently carried along with 

the thrust to their present location. These results are 

consistent with the results of Jamison (1974) for other 

areas within the Exshaw plate. Figure 5.25 illustrates the 

NDA determined stress axes with bedding rotated to horizontal. 

Results from stylolite orientations seem to sub

stantiate the belief that twinning occurred early. Stylo

lites form normal to compression as a pressure solution 

feature. Most stylolites within the thesis area are in the 
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Figure 5.22 	 Lower hemisphere, equal area plots of com
puter generated NDA and Least Squares strain 
axes. Bedding is indicated by a great cir
cle. Numbers represent strain values, 
assuming an original (pre-strain) unit 
sphere; tension is negative. 
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Figure 5.23 Geological distribution of NDA results from 
Figure 5.22. 





Figure 5.24 	 Stress fields associated with folded and 
thrust faulted terrain. 

after Stockmal (1979) 
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TABLE 5.2A 

STRESS 	 DISTRIBUTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 

FOLD AND THRUST BELTS 

Case Stress Distribution 	 Comments 

1 - 01 parallel to bedding - early stage deformation 
in the transport plane - plane strain in the 

- normal to bedding transport planeo 3 

2 	 - parallel to bedding - twinning occurs aftero 1 
in the transport plane the initiation of thrusts 

- parallel to bedding - thrust sheets fan outo 3 

and normal to transport 

plane 

3 	 - o normal to bedding - twins form on the exten
-

1 
parallel to bedding sional side of a neutralo 3 

in the transport plane surface in a buckled layer 

4 - 01 normal to the trans - similar to case 3 
port plane and parallel - typical of the core of 
to bedding a fold or adjacent to a 

- o 3 parallel to transport step thrust ramp 
plane, within the plane 
of bedding 

5 	 - horizontal and para - late strain overprinto 1 
llel to the transport after the structure is 
plane set 



Figure 5.25 NDA results, bedding rotated to horizontal. 
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plane of bedding; a few are oriented normal to bedding. 

Neither twin results nor megascopic structures suggest vert

ical compression, so the stylolites might not be of tectonic 

origin (Brown, 1976). Since they are bedding plane paral

lel, they could form in response to the lithostatic load. 

They are also seen to cut twinned calcite grains in many 

instances, suggesting that they formed after the twinning 

event. Twinning appears to have taken place with bedding 

horizontal therefore, before the overburden was sufficiently 

thick to cause stylolitization. 

Alternately, stylolitization may result from a 

local, temporary vertical cr 1 in response to tectonic loading. 

P.M. Clifford· (pers. comm., 1982) suggests that the trans

formation of cr 1 from horizontal to vertical (so as to induce 

bedding plane parallel stylolites) may take place in the foot

wall of the thrust. Loading due to the overthrust material 

in a "piggy back" fashion may locally, temporarily be greater 

than that which previously formed the twins. In this case, 

styloli tization advances eastward, synchronously with thrust

ing, and the timing of carbonate twinning may be later in 

the deformational history than that described previously. 

Sample 6-10 gives poor results; compression still 

appears in the plane of transport and parallel with bedding, 

but the orientation of NDA does not fit well into any spec3 

ified case. Some variability in the orientation of NOA 

axes and Least Squares strain axes, for sample 6-10, and, to 
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some degree, sample 5-4, suggest that deformation was not 

irrotational. Figure 4.31 and Table 4.3A substantiate this. 

Sample 6-10 was the only sample of Mount Head Formation 

obtained that was coarse enough for NDA techniques. These 

anomalous results are accounted for in folding mechanisms 

described in Section 6.2. 

Stockmal (1979) in work on the Lewis Thrust at Mount 

Kidd determines a type 2 stress field in unfolded samples. 

Sample 3-5 from the McConnell Thrust plate also indicates 

a type 2 stress field. Jamison (1974) found similar results 

from a more intensive study of the McConnell Thrust plate. 

Prevailing theories of Front Range structure suggest that 

the McConnell and Rundle Thrusts are major "basement" thrusts 

and that the Lac des Arcs and Exshaw Thrusts join the McCon

nell at depth above the Precambrian basement (Price, 1970). 

Microstructural evidence suggests that these "basement 

thrusts" have an inherently different stress regime (one 

producing a fanning of the thrust and a tensional axis in 

the plane of bedding normal to the transport direction) from 

"minor" thrusts such as the Exshaw. 

Based upon the observations from Figure 5.22 and 

the work of Jamison (1974), the thesis area has been divided 

into three primary fault bounded structural domains. These 

are: 

(1) the McConnell Thrust Plate 

(2) the Heart Mountain Syncline Wedge 

(3) the Exshaw Thrust Plate 
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Figure 5.26 illustrates these regions, with the det

ermined stress distribution for each given. Results for the 

Exshaw and McConnell Thrust plates compare favourably with 

those of previous workers. The orientation of the NDA1 axis 

from sample 6-10 in the Heart Mountain syncline, is in gen

eral agreement with that of Jamison {1974); in both studies 

NDA and NDA orientations did not fit any pattern of Stock
2 3 

mal' s cases {see Table 5.2A). Figure 5.27 is a comparison 

of the results from the Heart Mountain syncline obtained in 

this study to those of Jamison (1974). Data are very limited 

and ambiguous and may be indicative of a more complex deform

ation history of the syncline (see Section 6.2). 

Sample 4-2 is somewhat anomalous in that it falls 

into the structural regime of the Exshaw Thrust plate quite 

well, but it was mapped in the field just inside the Heart 

Mountain syncline wedge. This most likely can be attributed 

to an error in the placement of the trace of the thrust. 

Work along the Moine Thrust in Scotland by Weathers 

et al (1979) prompted the plotting of Figure 5.28. A rough 

indication of a logarithmic increase in maximum principal 

compressive stress (NDA1 ) with distance to the @ thrust 

is seen, which might be expected intuitively. Similar attempts 

at relating NDA to distance from the other thrusts did not1 

prove useful. This reaffirms the assumption {see Section 2.3) 

that the @ thrust is the major thrust of the four incor

porated in this study. The @ thrust is therefore considered 



Figure 5.26 	 Stress field (as determined from micro
structural evidence) variations amongst 
structural domains within the thesis area. 
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Figure 5.27 	 Comparison of NDA results for the Heart 
Mountain syncline from this study and from 
that of Jamison (1974). 
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Figure 5.28 	 Principal compressive stress (NOA ) versus 
stratigraphic distance to ~ thr~st. Stress 
scale is logarithmic. 
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to be the boundary between the McConnell and Exshaw plates. 

Following the format outlined by Jamison and Spang 

(1976), the stress magnitude along the Exshaw thrust has 

been calculated. This method is outlined in Appendix I, The 

Mechanics of Carbonate Twinning. Ghent and Miller (1974) 

in a study of authigenic mineral formation in the Cretaceous 

beneath the McConnell Thrust, and structural reconstructions 

suggest that the overburden pressure was approximately 1500 

bars (based primarily on the lack of authigenic lawsonite). 

Authigenic minerals also suggest a temperature between 150° 

and 280°C. Experimental values for the critical shear stress 

for e twinning in calcite are quite rare in the literature. 

Higgs and Handin (1959) experimentally determine the critical 

shear stress of dolomite as approximately 1160 bars. Crit

ical shear values for dolomite are typically about 5 times 

those for calcite, therefore suggesting a critical shear 

stress of about 250 bars. 

From equation (1) in Appendix I, the conditions for 

twinning occur when: 

For a complete description the reader should see Appendix I. 

S can be calculated from the point count data presented in 

Table 3.3A (average percentage of grains containing one or 

more twin sets is 32.81); this gives S value of 0.356 
0 

(utilizing Figure A4). Therefore the differential stress is 

0 
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simply: 

250~cr = T /S = bars = 702 bars 
c 0 0. 356 

More realistically, this should be stated as 

-1(0.356) Tc or 2.809 Tc owing to the uncertainty of the 

value of critical shear stress. 

Jamison (1974) calculates a value of 2500 bars for 

the differential stress on the McConnell Thrust approximately 

4 km east of the present thesis area. This value he consid

ered to be somewhat high. Our much lower value of approx

imately 700 bars seems in accordance with the notion put 

forward that the Exshaw Thrust is minor in comparison to the 

McConnell Thrust. 

NOA results do not show a consistent pattern of var

iation in principal compressive stress throughout the area. 

Values of NDA appear relatively constant along the length1 

of the fault even though the deformation expression changes 

(folding to the northwest and termination along strike of the 

~ thrust). This would seem to indicate that either: 

(1) Variations in stress magnitude take place at 

a level greater than the resolution of the 

technique 

(2) Stress maintains relative consistency and a 

transfer of displacement mechanism occurs bet

ween the various fault splays and/or between 

the fault and the fold 

L___ 
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5.3 Comparison of Results 

Analyses on micro-, mesa- and megascopic scales all 

confirm that both the regional and local compressive stresses 

were to the southwest and in the plane of bedding, and extension 

is normal to bedding and in the plane of transport. 

Regionally, fold axes and strikes indicate that the 

flexural slip folding and thrust faulting occurred with--cr 1 

oriented 067/00. Locally, the trend is 055/00. Fracture 

orientations correspond with those of type SI of Babcock (1973) 

and trend parallel to the inferred compression 065/00, cor

responding to the regional not the local stress distribution. 

Numeric dynamic analyses of calcite twin lamellae produce a 

mean cr 1 at 066/03 and cr3 at 159/84 (nearly vertical) for the 

Exshaw Thrust plate. Results for the Heart Mountain syncline 

and the McConnell Thrust plate suggest that cr2 and cr3 have 

exchanged positions~ cr3 now lies in the regional strike. 

Both microscopic deformational features (computed 

NDA ) and mesoscopic features (fracture intensity) indicate1 

that deformation increases toward the fault plane. The log

arithmic increase seen agrees with that of previous workers 

on the Moine Thrust. 

5.4 Inferred Structural Development 

Inferred chronological structural development of the 
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thesis area is based on deformational features at all scales. 

Relative timings of the bulk effect of particular deformation 

mechanisms are emphasized, keeping in mind that local var

iations, complications, and overlapping of events certainly 

occurred. 

Twinning of calcite is inferred to have developed 

very early in the history in response to a regional Laramide 

stress field with cr 1 horizontal and normal to the present 

structural trend; o 2 horizontal and paralel to the present 

structural trend, and cr 3 essentially vertical. Brown (1976) 

contends that twinning may have occurred after the initiation 

of thrusting in his thesis area, but still in response to this 

same regional stress field. 

Synchronously with twin formation is the development 

of microfractures. Coalescence of these microfractures into 

joints and the opening of these joints, was inhibited by the 

lithostatic load. Fracture orientations (Figure 2.41) are 

dependent upon these early formed microfractures. 

Stylolites are seen to cut twinned calcite grains, 

and are parallel to bedding. Brown (1976) observed similar 

relationships, but determined that the stylolites were not of 

tectonic origin. As postula.ted in Section 5. 2, these may be 

a thrust loading phenomenon, thus indicating synchronous 

development of thrusts and stylolites. The alternate inter

pretation is that twinning may have been initiated during the 

period of sediment accumulation well before thrusting occurred. 

A few stylolites are seen normal to bedding. Th~~se are most 
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likely of tectonic origin, and related to the previously des

cribed stress field. 

Megascopic deformation is initia.ted when the dif

ferential stress becomes such that the @) thrust begins to 

propagate in a listric, concave up fashion from the under

lying McConnell "basement" thrust. In a similar fashion, the 

@ and @ thrusts develop when the increased loading result

ing from the previous thrust plate triggers a new thrust, 

rotating previous thrusts to a steeper angle. Each imbric

ation of the thrust·occurs at a relatively high stratigraphic 

level and propagates primarily along the base of the thick, 

competent Livingstone or Palliser Formations before stepping 

through th~~ Livingstone Formation ·as it cuts upwards. 

Within the thesis area, displacement along the @ 
thrust gradually dies out laterally. Transfer of displace

ment to re-activate the @ and @ thrusts and to a set of 

conical folds takes place. Folding is of a "buckle" nature 

containing a neutral surface and more complex, variable stress 

fields. Flexural slip folding, typical of cylindrical folds 

within the Front Ranges does not take place. 

With continued 'increase in differential stress, the 

(ID thrust migrates upwards from the McConnell Thrust with 

an arcuate strike. Folding and the @ thrust are truncated 

leaving an exposure of the Heart Mountain syncline for a 

distance of about 2 km. Locally late stage twinning may also 

occur during this period. 
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Much later erosion and release of tectonic stresses 

aliows for the opening of the regional fracture set. 

Megascopic deformational sequences are summarized 

in the form of block diagrams in Figure 5.41. A structural 

section, complete with lithologies is given in Figure 5.42. 



Figure 5.41 	 Cartoon block sketches of inferred mega
scopic structural development of the Exshaw 
Thrust in the vicinity of Heart Mountain. 
Thrusts advance from the southwest, with 
the additional lithostatic pressure caused 
by loading triggering a new thrust (a) . 
Subsequent thrusts rotate previous thrusts 
to steeper angles (b). Lateral termination (c) 
of the @ thrust involves a transfer of 
displacement to a conical syncline (d) and 
eventual separation of this syncline from 
adjacent rocks by later thrusting (e). 
Fracture orientations are developed well 
before stage 1, and a~e rotated with the 
rnegascopic deformation and opened at a 
late stage (after stage 4) after removal of 
a substantial amount of overburden. Sty
lolitization is thought to occur in each 
footwall as the result of tectonically 
implaced overburden. 
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Figure 5.42 	 Structural section perpendicular to strike 
of the eastern margin of the Front Ranges, 
including the thesis area. Note imbrica
tions at high structural levels and coring 
of thrusts into anticlines to solve room 
problems. 
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COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS CONCEPTS OF 


FRONT RANGE STRUCTURE 


6.1 Previous Geologic Mapping 

The government survey map (1265A, Canmore, east half) 

containing the present thesis area was compiled by Price (1970) 

and generally represents an assimilation of graduate work by 

Price and Bielenstein as well as the extensive work of Clark 

(1949). Of these, only Clark (1949) appears to have made 

actual ground traverses within the.thesis area. The present 

geologic map (Figure 2.12) differs from the survey map in 

several respects: 

(1) 	 A thin slice of Spray River Formation that Price 

has concluded to exist in the footwall of the 

@ thrust was not found on ground traverse. 

(2) 	 A few minor changes in the placement of the 

location of stratigraphic contacts were made. 

(3) 	 The @ thrust is proposed (albeit somewhat 

questionably) not to terminate laterally to 

the southeast before the @ thrust. Evidence 

suggests that it may merge with the @ thrust 

just southeast and outside of the present thesis 

area. 

(4) 	 Following (3), the thin slice of Livingstone 
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Formation paralleling the steep slope of the 

arrete to the immediate southwest of Heart 

Mountain, is proposed not to exist. The syn

clinal wedge of Mount Head Formation is there

fore extended approximately 50 more meters to 

the southeast and is assumed to be truncated 

by the @ thrust. 

(5) 	 The @ thrust in reality is comprised of three 

closely spaced bedding plane parallel thrusts 

exploiting more argillaceous units within the 

carbonate sequence. Of these three, the lower

most one has the greatest apparent displacement, 

and is the one mapped on the survey map (1265A). 

The geologic map of the thesis area is illustrated 

in Figure 2.12. 

6.2 Folding 

Folding within the thesis area is conical in nature, 

not conc~ntric as Dahlstran (1970) has suggested as norm. In 

light of this, and the repeated confirmation of the mech

anical relationship between concentric folds and thrust 

faults (Price and Mountjoy, 1970), the mechanism of formation 

of the Heart Mountain syncline appears inherently different 

from the majority of folds within the Front Ranges and Foothills. 
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Concentric folding does not completely dominate 

Front Range structure though; Norris (1971) and Brown (1976) 

document the existence of chevron folds. Brown continues to 

contend that chevron folding is dominant over concentric 

folding, with concentric folding existing only at high struc

tural levels above a coring thrust. Mechanically these also 

differ from the Heart Mountain syncline. 

The Heart Mountain syncline approximates a parallel 

fold, with a minor amount of thickening in the nose (espec

ially in the thinly bedded Mount Head Formation). Evidence 

of flexural slip (as proposed by Brown, 1976) was not observed 

consistently. Only one slickenstriation has been observed, 

and that on a piece of float. Gardner and Spang (1973) des

dribe the formation of folding resulting from displacement 

transfer (the interpretation presented here) as "buckling" of 

the material. Folding theories incorporating tangential and 

longitudinal strain, and the formation of a neutral surface 

are those generally used to explain "buckling" (Hobbs et al, 

1976). Neutral surface theories require a transfer of the 

extension direction from normal to the fold hinge at the base 

of the syncline, to parallel to the fold hinge at the top of 

the syncline, as illustrated in Figure 6.21. Discrepancies 

seen in the orientation of NDA (extension axes) of Jamison3 

(1974), and those between his and the results obtained in 

this study may be accounted for in this manner. Samples may 

have been chosen at different structural levels within the 



Strain distributions within a neutral surFigure 6.21 
face fold. The folded medium is homogeneous. 
Within the layer, cr 1 remains at a constant 
orientation normal to the fold axis, and cr 2 
and cr 3 change orientation depending on the 
location (above or below the neutral surface). 
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syncline. This is consistent with the random orientation of 

compression axes seen for sample 6-10 from within the Heart 

Mountain syncline (see Table 4.3A). 

6.3 Thrusting 

Thrusting within the thesis area appears relatively 

simple and correlates well with the style of thrusting des

cribed in Sectic'n 1. 4. For all cases except the @ thrust, 

the thrusts are interpreted to be simple imbricates, at a 

relatively high stratigraphic level. Thrusting generally 

occurs along the bottom of the very competent Livingstone 

Formation and migrates eastward, with each successive thrust 

rotating previous thrusts to a steeper angle. Evidence 

(Figure 5. 28) suggests that the last thrust, the @ thrust, 

has the greatest amount of displacement. This is consistent 

with Dahlstrom (1970). Folded thrusts, although common in 

the Front Ranges, are not seen in the thesis area. Spang 

et al (1981) interpret what is here called the © thrust 

as a steeply dipping axial surface of an isoclinal fold above 

the decollement surface of the @ thrust. 

Brown contends that faulting occurred after the form

ation of the isoclinal fold (S. Brown, pers. comm., 1981). 

Evidence gathered suggests that this is not a reasonable 

interpretation for the following reasons: 
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(1) 	 Lithological thicknesses of the Livingstone 

Formation would be required to vary substan

tially across this isoclinal fold-cum-fault. 

Compare stratigraphic thicknesses of the Liv

ingstone Formation to the east and west of the 

@ thrust as shown in plate 2. 3!. 

{2) NDA results indicate that the Exshaw plate 

(which contains the @ thrust) has a distinctly 

different stress field from the Heart Mountain 

syncline. Spang et al {1981) suggest that 

this isoclinal fold/fault and the Heart Mount

ain syncline are formed by the same deforma

tional event. An enigma in stress distribution 

would therefore be present. 

{3) 	 This mechanism of folding and later faulting 

provides no explanation for the termination 

of the @ thrust. 

{4) Evidence gathered suggests that the @ thrust 

{rather than the @ thrust as Spang et al {1981) 

would propose) is the major thrust. 

Termination of the @ thrust within the thesis area 

appears 	consistent with the model proposed by Gardner & Spang 

(1973). In this manner, the existence of both the thrust 

termination and the syncline can be accounted for in a 

single model. 
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6.4 Fracturing 

Fracturing on the mesoscopic scale within the 

thesis area consisted of two sets mutually orthogonal with 

bedding, and a random set. Numerous other workers have 

noted similar orthogonal fracture distributions. The det

ermination of the dominant set oriented 065/00 agrees with 

that of Brown (1976) and Norris (1956). 

Numerous theories for the origin of these joints 

have been postulated, including: 

(1) 	 basement movements 

(2) 	 extensional stresses associated with arcing 

b fabric axes 

(3) 	 residual elastic strain, and 

(4) 	 convex sides of cumulative neutral surfaces. 

(Brown, 1976) 

All are plausible and could yield the observed or

ientation, parallel and perpendicular to the Rocky Mountains. 

The interpretation here is that they formed as a result of 

the release of residual elastic strain, with their orien

tation being defined well before thrusting and folding 

associated with the Laramide Orogeny, but by this same stress 

field. The initiation of the microscopic fracture orientations 

is assumed to be carried passively during the faulting and 

folding phase, generally insensitive to local stress field 

changes, only to be opened up after erosional unloading. 
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Brown (1976) comes to a similar conclusion, based primarily 

on the close correlation of Front Range joint sets to region

al sets extending through all of Alberta and into Saskat

chewan noted by Babcock (1973). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Detailed field mapping and laboratory analysis of 

rocks adjacent to the Exshaw Thrust and contained within 

the Heart Mountain syncline has indicated that: 

(1) 	 Heart Mountain straddles the boundary between 

the Exshaw and McConnell plates. Each plate 

contains a characteristic stress field dis

tribution. 

(2) 	 Megascopic deformation consists of four steep, 

concave up, subparallel imbricate thrusts 

(believed to join in the subsurface) and a 

conical syncline, totally allochthonous, 

wedged between two of these thrusts. 

(3) 	 Folding/faulting mechanisms proposed by 

Spang et al (1981) for Heart Mountain do not 

appear consistent with data obtained and a 

new deformation model is developed for Heart 

Mountain. 

(4) 	 Folding is inferred to have developed synchron

ously with the @ thrust, and deviates in de

formational style from cylindrical folds 

typically associated with the Front Ranges. 

Displacement transfer from the laterally 

terminating @ thrust to the syncline and other 
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faults, is the proposed mechanism for the 

formation of the syncline. 

(5) 	 Folding is of a "buckle" nature (no evidence 

for flexural slip is seen) involving tangen

tial and longitudinal strain which requires 

the existence of a neutral deformational sur

face. Anomalous results in the orientation of 

principal stresses obtained from the Heart 

Mountain syncline are accounted for by sample 

collecting both above and below this neutral 

surface. 

(6) 	 Megascopic deformation proceeded from west to 

east, with the last thrust, the @ thrust, 

being the most shallowly dipping and contain

ing the greatest amount of displacement. 

(7) 	 Fracture analysis suggests that an orthogonal 

fracture set exists, parallel and perpendicular 

to the regional structural trend of the Rocky 

Mountains; both are normal to bedding. The 

set perpendicular to the structural trend 

(therefore in the plane of transport) is the 

strongest set. Orientations are believed to 

have formed early (before macroscopic deform

ation) in the Laramide Orogeny, and are con

sistent with a regional set observed throughout 

all of Alberta. Late, local fracture sets are 
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imposed over these sets in response to fault

ing 	and folding. All fracture sets open late, 

after a substantial amount of overburden has 

been 	removed. 

(8) 	 Numeric dynamic analyses indicate that twin

ning occurred early in the deformation history, 

with beds still horizontal. Stylolite/twin 

relationships suggest that twinning occurred 

at least pre-thrusting, and perhaps even during 

sediment accumulation. 

(9) 	 Deformation within the Exshaw plate is prim


arily non-rotational# while that within the 


Heart Mountain syncline appears to contain a 


substantial rotational component. 


(10) 	 The regional stress field was singular and in 

most locations non-rotational. Overprinting 

of strains are not observed. 

(11) 	 The differential stress responsible for the 

development of calcite twinning reached a mag

nitude of approximately 700 bars. This value 

is taken to be a minimum since the technique 

does not take into account interqranular ex

pressions of stress. 
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APPENDIX I 

MICROSTRUCTURAL STRAIN ANALYSIS OF CALCITE 


AND DOLOMITE TWIN LAMELLAE 


A-1 Mechanics of Carbonate Twinning 

Petrofabric studies (Turner et. al, 1954) have indi

cated that twinning in calcite and dolomite crystals occurs 

preferentially along specific crystallographic planes in 

response to a differential applied stress. Both translation 

and twin gliding occur, but at the· temperatures involved in 

the deformation of the thesis area, the dominant mechanism 

for twinning is glide along the e{0112} and f{0221} planes 

for calcite and dolomite respectively. 

Twin gliding in calcite is initiated when a critical 

resolved shear stress, -re' along the glide line in the e-plane 

is exceeded. Gliding along the appropriate crystallographic 

plane takes place when: 

(1) 


where T = resolved shear stress 
0 

01-03 = differential stress 


T = critical shear stress 
c 

s = resolved shear stress coefficient 
0 



Figure Al Calcite crystallography. 


after Turner & Weiss (1963) 
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s can be calculated: 
0 

s = 	(cos X) (cos L) (2)
0 

where 	x = angle between cr1 and twin plane 

L = angle between .cr1 and glide line 

The glide line in calcite is the intersection of the 

e 1 {0112} and r 2{1011} planes. Gliding is most easily achieved 

when the maximum compressive and extensive stresses are or

iented at 45° to the twin plane or 26° and 63° to the c-axis 

in calcite and dolomite respectively. 

For every point on an equal area projection 3 possible 

values for S exist, one for each twin plane. Figure A3
0 

shows 	the distribution of the largest value of S . By using
0 

the other values of S , the number of grains containing 2 or 
0 

3 twin sets for a particular value of 6cr can be predicted. 

Figure A4 shows such a plot. Similarly, the logic works in 

reverse: if the per cent of grains with a particular num

ber of twin sets is noted, then S can be read from Figure A4;
0 

if Tc 	 is known, then 6cr can be determined utilizing equation (1). 

A-2 Dynamic Analysis 

Irrotational stress fields responsible for twinning in 

randomly oriented calcite grains may be determined by the 

method of dynamic analysis. The technique involves: 



Figure A2 	 Angular relationships between principal stress 
axes and geometry of calcite and dolomite twins. 
Shear along the glide plane is a maximum when 
cr 1 is oriented 45° away. 

after Spang 	 (1972) 
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Figure A4 	 Twin set development versus S (stress mag
nitude determination curves) ~or calcite and 
dolomite. 

after Spang 	 (1972) 
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(1) 	 determination of e and c-axes orientations by1 

means of a universal stage (Turner and Weiss, 

1963; Groshong, 1976) 

(2) 	 plotting compression (o 1 ) and tension (o 3 ) axes 

in their most favourable position (45° to the 

twin plane) on an equal area stereonet 

(3) 	 contouring the data at 1 per cent unit area in

crements and determining estimates of o 1 and o 3 

(4) 	 graphically adjusting these axes to mutual orth

ogonality (Turner and Weiss, 1963). Published 

accounts of dynamic analyses techniques and 

results include those of Carter and Raleigh (1969), 

Friedman (1963) and Friedman and Sowers (1970) 

A-3 Numeric Dynamic Analysis 

• • 

The process of numeric dynamic analysis (NDA) allows 

for substantial decrease in errors inherent in contouring 

and rotating of axes to an orthogonal position by manipul

ating the data mathematically on a computer. Not only are 

the results more reliable, but the analysis of data is ach

ieved much more quickly. In dynamic analysis it is assumed 

that the observed twin sets are the result of shear strains 

of equal magnitude, thus Spang (1972) arbitrarily assigns a 

tensor shear strain of 1.0. The strain can therefore be rep
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resented by a two-dimensional Mohr circle of infinitesimal 

strain with radius equal to 1.0, hence equals whicho 1 o 3 

equals 1.0 and twinning occurs with no volume change. 

The strain in any twin set saS can therefore be rep

resented by the second order tensor: 

1.0 0 0 
(3)0 -1.0 0= e: a 8 

0 0 0 

where 1.0 is the principal compressive axis 

-1.0 is the principal tension axis 

(Spang , 19 7 2 ) 

Due to the random orientation of crystals and the 

crystallographic control on twin orientation, shear tensors 

must be rotated to a common plane of reference using the 

second order tensor transformation equation: 

e: • •. = e: 0 1 . ls. (4)
1J aµ ai J 

where lai and lSj are direction cosines 

The direction cosines rotate the tensor into the thin section 

coordinate system. A bulk strain tensor is obtained by find

ing the average rotated strain tensor for the twin sets. The 

strain ellipsoid is represented by this bulk strain tensor. 

The orientation and magnitude of the principal axes of the 

strain ellipsoid are obtained by solving the eigenvectors 

and eigenvalues respectively. In this fashion, principal 
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strain axes are required to be orthogonal due to the math

ematics of eigen-analysis. These strain fields are then used 

to infer the strain field in nature at the time of twinning. 

A-4 Absolute Strain Calculation 

Canel (1962) made the first attempt to quantify the re

lationship between amount of twinning and magnitude of intra-

granular strain. For a partially twinned carbonate grain, 

Canel deduced that the engineering shear strain is: 

N 

y = t

2 * L: [t·. * tan (a./2)] (5) 

. 1 J.i= 

where N = number of twins 

t = 	width of the host grain perpendicular to 
twin plane 

t. = thickness of twins 
J. 

a. 	 = change in angle of the {1011} face in 
response to twinning 

See 	Figure AS 

By substituting the value of a. for calcite, the tensor 

shear strain perpendicular to the twin plane (e) and the glide 

direction (g) is given by: 

0.347 N 
r 	 = * L: t. ( 6)
eg t . 1 J.i= 

For 	comparison with other twin set strains they are ro



Figure AS 	 Shear strain in a partially twinned calcite 
grain. The values t1 and t2 are the widths 
of the twins; t is the width of the host grain 
perpendicular to the twin plane; a is the 
angle of rotation of the grain edge from the 
untwinned to the twinned position and is equal 
to 38°17'; w is the change of an original 
right angle. The engineering shear strain, y, 
is tan$ or y=q/t. The length Pi is equal to 
2ti tan(a/2). The length of q is the sum of 
Pi for each twin. The shear strain in a par
tially twinned grain is thus: 

after Canel (1962); Moffat (1980) 
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tated into a common plane using the tensor transformation ~qua-

tiontion (2) given above. The matrix defining the principal 

axes of infi~itesimal strain for each twin set becomes: 

1/2 tanljJ 0 0 
0 -1/2.tanljJ 0€:' • • = (7)

l.J 0 0 0 

Canel (1962) redefines the strain tensor in terms of 

a Cartesian coordinate system used in thin section orientation 

as: 

€: 
1 

(lT
2 - 1 2) tanljJxx = 2 c * 


1 2 2 

E (mT - m ) tanljJyy = 2 c * 


1 2 2 

€: (nT - n ) tanlJJ·zz· = 2 c * (8)1 
E = 2 (lTmT - 1 m ) tanljJxy c c * 
e:: = 2 

1 
(lTnT - 1 m ) tanljJxz c c * 

e:: 
1 

(mTnT - m n } tanljJyz = 2 c c * 

where 1, m, n are the direction cosines 

The direction cosines apply to the compression and extension 

axes represented by the subscripts c and T respectively. By 

multiplying the ratio of the area of the grain to the area of 

all grains measured and by summing all of these area weighted 

components, Cone! arrived at a new measure of "bulk strain". 

Spang and Chapple (1972) modified this "bulk strain" by taking 

the unweighted average; results proved to be superior and micro

scopic observation time was decreased. 
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Inadequacies in Conel's technique were reviewed by 

Groshong (1972}, these being: 

(l} 	 A complete set of strain components are attain

able from a single twin set, this being more in

formation than should be obtained from a single 

measurement 

(2} 	 Bulk strain tensor components were functions of 

the twin set measured, therefore results could be 

inconsistent 

(3} 	 Statistical treatment of the variability in de

termined strains from a sample was not attempted 

Groshong (1972} contends that each calcite twin set is 

an internal strain gauge measuring positive shear only. Assum

ing that e twinning occurs at the lowest resolved shear stress, 

then the rigidity of the e plane is lower than, or equal to the 

rigidity of the total aggregate of grains. At higher strain 

levels though, grain boundary effects increase the "effective" 

twin rigidity; an underestimate of bulk strain results. 

Groshong (1972} makes the assumptions that: 

(l} Least squares solution to the strain gauge equa

tion produces an unbiased estimate of total strain 

(2} Strain is considered homogeneous over a small region 

larger than the grain in question 

(3) 	 Twinning is in response to externally applied stress 

and not as a result of crystal growth 

(4) 	 Less than half of the grain may be twinned otherwise 

determination of which portions are host and which 
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are twin cannot be made conclusively 

(5) 	 Each twin set within a single crystal can be 

treated independently 

Using the tensor transformation equation as previously 

described, Groshong (1972) determines the measured strain in 

a twin set: 

r 	 = (1 1 - n n )s + (mm - n n )Eeg e g e g x e g e g y 

+ (1 m + m 1 )r + (m n + m 1 )r (9)c g e g xy e g e g yz 

+ (n 1 + 1 n )re g e g zx 

where 1, m, n are the direction cosines rotating the 
tensor into Cartesian coordinates for the e- and g-axes; 

where Ex and sy are the appropriate normal strains; 

and rxy' r and r are shear strains associated yz zx 
with the appropriate planes 

Assuming zero volume change, the £ term was eliminated z 

from equation (9) by noting: 

(10) 


As opposed to Conel's technique, Groshong's determin

ation of twin strain requires measurements from at least five 

grains in order to simultaneously solve equation (9) for its 

five unknowns. Statistical measures of the precision of the 

determined deviatoric strains can be made if a suitable pop

ulation exists, which is usually 50 grains. 

The 	least squares estimate of strain within the aggregate 
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is determined by Groshong (1972) as 

$. = (X'X)-l X'Y (11)
J 

where x is the date matrix with components X..
1J 

y is the column vector with components r. 
J 

X' is X transpose 

-1 indicates the inverse operator 

The errors associated with five of the six strain com

ponents of the aggregate 8. are: 
J 

S. = [c .. (Y'Y) - S.X"Y)/n - 5] 1/ 2 (12)
J JJ J 

where c .. is the diagonal ·component of the (X'X)-l matrix
]] 

n is the number of measurements 

The error associated with the sixth strain component is: 

2 112 
s ± (error2 of E + error of E ) (13)z x y 

These calculated standard errors reflect how well the 

least squares analysis fits the data. Deviations of the meas

ured shear strain values from the calculated values can be de

termined using the calculated principal strains. A negative 

expected value in calcite implies a negative sense of shear 

for that twin set, which is an impossibility according to our 

previous assumptions. Obviously then we have either substan

tial measurement errors, inhomogeneous strain, or a series of 

superimposed homogeneous strains. If substantial numbers of 
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grains produce negative expected values, then the possibility 

of multiple deformations and overprinted strains exists. By 

removing these values and running them separately, it is pos

sible to see if a new orientation and magnitude of strain axes 

can be determined with low statistical variation. 

Statistically, the quality of results can be greatly 

improved by removing those grains which exhibit the largest 

negative and positive expected values; generally the largest 

20 per cent (Groshong, 1974). 



APPENDIX II 

FORTRAN77 TWIN PROGRAM 

(after Groshong, pers. 
comm., 1982) 
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P'-!OG.~AM Tl-IHH INPUT,OUTPUT, TWIN, TAPE!=fW!N, TAPf.3=0UTPUf) 

0 URPOSE: CALCULATE OEST FIT STPAIN TENSOR FPOM ~EAL SIMPLE SH~~~ 
SFAIN OATA 

FIRST CARO ~CNTAINS PROGRAM OPTIONS 

~XPLJNATION CF pqoG~A~ OPTIONS: 


IJ~TA = 1 PqINT UNCHANG~D INPUT DATA, = 0 OMIT 

EG?SI = 	1 Pf;INT BEARIN•; ANO PLUNGE OF E,C ANO G AXES, THE ~NGL:.: 

~~ThE~N C ANO ~. ANO T~NPSI/2, = 0 OMIT 
ICT = 1 COMPUT~ ANO PRINT COMPRESSION ANO TENSION AXES,

LAMELLAE 	 SPACING INOEX, = 0 OMIT 
ICON = 1 	 00 SPANG NUMERICAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, = 0 O~IT 

IHPORTA~TJ ICT MUST = 1 IF ICON = 1 
IDEV = 1 	 PPINT OEVIATIONS OF TWIN SET STRAINS FPOM COMPUTED ST94IN 

T:: NSU~ • = C OMIT. 
!CCMPR = 1 FCR EACH OAT~ SET READ IN A TEST VALUE OF THE ST~AI~ 

TENSOR, USE ro FINO fXPECTED VALUES FOR ~EASU~ED TWIN 
S~TS ANO 	 COMPUTE DEVIATIONS FROM ~EASU~EO VALUES. = 0 Ot" IT• 


S~CONO CAPO CONTAINS SP£CIAL INFO~MATION 

:XPL~NATION OF SP£CIAL INFORMATION 

~ATIO = F~ACTION CF ACTUAL TWIN PER MEASUPEry MICROTW!N TH!CKN~SS 
IFUOGE = EFFECTIVE THICKNESS CF THICK TWINSI : 1 USE OUTER 

THICKNES~, = 2 USE INNER THICKNESS, = 3 USE AVERAGE 
THICKNES5. = ~ NOT OEFINEO PROPERLY 


EXPLANATION OF INPUT DATA VARIABLESI 


INITI4LIZATION CA?CS, IN ORDER 

SL!OEA ANO SLIDES = THIN SECTION I.a. NUMP.ERI 

IROfAT = 0 OON•T ROTATE, = 1 ROTATE TO COORDINATE SYSTE~ 
SPECIFIED BY THE FOLLO~ING OIRECTION COSINES: 
ALPHA1,8ETA1,G.:.M~A1 (CCSINE. FROM NUI +XYZ AXES TO T.S. t-'O 
ALPHA2,3ETA2,GAM~A2 <CCSINE FROM NEW •XVZ AXES TO r.s. +Vl 
ALP~AJ,BETAJ,GAM~A3 (CCSINE FROM NEW •XYZ AXES TO T.s. ·~· 

CMBIN~= rs D~CK TC Bf CCMSI~ED WITrl FOLLOWING DECK? 
IF CMBINE = 0 JON"T COMRINE, = 1 COM9!N~ WITH NEXT DATA ~~T 

T~STX,T~STV,TESTXY,TESTYZ,TESTXZ,TESTZ,THETA =OPTIONAL: SE~ A10V~ 
TEST VALUE~ AR~ TYE STRAIN COMPONENTS (AS FQACTIONS>
INOICATEC BY THE LAST LETTfR(S1. THETA IS 2-J ~OTAT!ON 
REQUIRED 	 TC PUT TEST VALUES INTO THIN SECTION COOROINAT~ 
SYST~~. 	 NO ROTATION, THETA = a.a 

c 
c JATA CARO VA~IABLES,.. GRAIN = GRAIN I.a. NUMBER. GRAIN = ggg. TERMINATES INPUT FOR ~NEc SLIJE. IF NEXT CARQ IS 1., ANOTHER DATA SET IS REAO, 
c IF ggg. PROGRAM TERMINATES. 
c CVIV = OPTIC AXIS, LI-STAGE INNER VERTICAL 

C'/P : OPT IC AXIS, U-STAGE N-S"' c KOOEC =OPTIC AXIS, U-STAGE N-S DIRECTION CODE: DIP E = z, ~ = 4 
c TWINIV = TWIN POLE, U-STAGE INNER VERTICAL 
c T~INP = TWIN POLE, U-STAGE E-W 
c KOOEE = TWIN POLE, U•STAGE E-~ OIRECTION COOE: OIP N =1, S = 3 
(' TOTALM = NU~8ER OF MICROTWINSc THICKM = HEASUR£0 THICKNESS OF ~ICROTWINS IN MICRONS 
c TOTALT = NUMBER OF T~ICK TWINS 
c T~ICKO = MEASURED OUTER THICK~ESS OF THICK TWINS IN ~ICRONS 

THIC~I = ME~SUREO INNER THICK~ESS OF THICK TWINS IN MICRONS~ ,., HIOTHN = WIDTH OF GRAIN NORMAL TO TWIN SET IN MICRONS 
c HIOTHP = WIDTH OF GRAIN PARALLEL TO TWIN SET IN MIC~ONS 
'"' C €XPLANATION CF COORDINATE SYSTEM 
c
C +X 	 = LONG AXIS <LENGTH) OF THIN SECTION : U•STAGE NORTH 
C +Y 	 = SHO~T A)!S (~IOTHl OF THIN SECTION = U-STAGE EAST 
C +Z 	 = NORMAL TO XV PLANE <THICKNESS> OF THIN SECTION : U-STAGE OOWN 
c
G ~OO!T!ONAL NOTC 
C T~E OROE~ OF STRAIN COMPONE~TS IN THE SUBSCPIPTSO VARIABLES ESLID£ g AND SRROR ISi l=X,2=Y,3=XY,~=YZ,5=XZ,6=l, BUT IN SLISTR AN1 CONEL 
~ rs: x,xy,y,xz,yz,z <FOR INPUT INTO SUBROUTINE ~IGEN> 
c 

~IMENSION CVIV(15Ql,CVP<150l,KOOECC150),TWINIVC150),
1T \H NP ( 1 5 0 J , K 0 DEE ( 15 0 ) , T C T AL M<15 0 l , TH I CK M ( 1 5 0 > , T:J TAL T<1 5 0 > , 
2THIC'<O<l50> ,PCClSO) ,QC(l50> ,RCC150) ,ANGLE<15Q),
3ANGCV€<1SO> .Tl-iICKIC150> 

1HMENSION D!RCG<150,3>,0IRCEC15Q,3) ,TENSHk(150) ,COEFMX(150,'?>,
ESL I Jt. <6) , i::: ::;R 0 R <6 >, GRAIN ( 15 0) , CA XIS ( 150 , 3J , TA XIS ( 15 0, 3 > , 
2~HOTHNC150) WIOTHF(150>

• cu~MON or~cl,oIRCE,TENSHR,COEFMX,ESLI~E.ERROR,RATIO,IFUOGEt 
1GRAIN,~LID~A,SLIDE9,CAXIS,TAXIS,WIDTHN,WIOTHP 

~~AJ Cl,1061 IOATA,IEGPSI,ICT,ICO~,IOEV,ICOMPP. 

lJ6 FORM~TCI2,7X,5CI1,gX)) 


R~AOC11110)~ATIO,IFUOGE

110 FJ~MATCFS.Q,~X,Il> 


c 
26 HP~EV 	= 1 

C NPREV = COMBINED NUM8~R OF Th!~ SETS IN PREVIO~S DATA SET<Sl 
NUH : 0 

c NUM = cu~u ATIVE NUMEER OF T~IN SETS 
27 0~~0<1,:ot LIO~A.SL!OtA,IROTtT,ALPH~:,nETA11l.A~MAl,

1ALPrlA2,BETA ,GAMMA2,ALPHAJ,BETA3,GAMMA3
10 FJF:-1AT(2A3, .x,r1,gt1x,F~.?)) 
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28 ~-:::AO <1.1 U C:18INE 

11 FuR.MA T <I!.) 


c 
IF <ICOMP~I 132,132,130


130 R:AD (1,131) TESTX,TESTV,TESTXY,TESTYZ,TESTXZ,r:srz,TH~TA 

131 FO~~AT<F6.1,JX,F6.1,1+X,F6.l,1+X,F6.1,1+X,F6.1,4X,F6.lt4X,F6.l)

132 CJNTINUE 


N = NUM+1 
3 '<':AD(1,u SFAINCN) ,cvrv<Nl ,CVP(N),KOOt:C(N) .TWINIV<N> tTWINPPH t 

1KJDE~<Nl,TOTlLMCN>,THICKM(N),TGTALTCN),THICKOCN) 9 THICKI<N>, 
2 1.H 0 T1-i N ( N ) , wIC TH P ( I\ ) 

1 	 FORM~T(F5.1,2X,F4.1,1x,FJ.1,1x,I1.2x.F1+.1,1x,FJ.1,1x,r1,2x, 
1F~.1.1x,F4.1,2x,F4.1,1x,F~.1,1x,F1+.1,2x,F5.1,1x,F5.1)
IF<GRAIN(N)-gqq.)2,4,2


2 N=N+l 

GO TO 3 

I+ NUM=N-1 

NUMB=NU I"'• NPRE V+1 
IF<IuATAl lOG,100,101

101 WRITEC3,102l SLID£A,SlI~EBfNU~8
102 FCRMAT(1H1,.TH!N SECTION •,2A3,5X,•NUMBER OF TWIN S~TS IS ·,rot

:14RITEC3,103l
103 FORMAT·(1~0.·GRAIN•,3xt·OPTIC AXIS ORIENTATION·,2x,•rwIN SET O~ENT 

1ATION•,5x,·~ICROTWI~s·,12x,·r~ICK TWINs•,22x.·GRAIN WIDTHS•/
21H ,1ox,·INNER VE~T·,2x,·PLUNGE·tsx,•INNER VERr•,2x,•PLUNGE",3X,
3•NUMBER TH!CKNEss•,2x,•NUM8ER OUTEq•INNER THICKNESs•,4x,•NoRMAL TC 
4, PARALLEL TC HHfl•I)

00 104 I = NPREV,NUM
l iJ Lt. _,.~IE ( 3, 10 5 l GRAIN ( I) , CV IV CI) , C VP <I l , K 0 CE C ( !l , TWIN IV< I) , T WI NP ( !) , 

:~uD~E<I>,TOTALM<I>,THICKM<I>,TOTALTCIJ,THICKO<I>,THICKI<I>,
2WIOTHN( I> ,wIOTHP( I> 

lJ5 FOR~ATC1H ,Fs.1,8X,F4.0,SX,F3.o,2x,r1,RX.F4.0,5X,F3.0.2X,I1,5X,
1F4.0,3X,F4.2,6X,F4.0,3X,F4.2t3X,F4.2,15X,F5.0,6X,F6.0l 

IFCIROTAT.~C.Ol GO TO 100 

W~ITEC3,l07t;LPHAl,dETA1,GAMHA1,ALPHA2,BETA2,GAMMA2, 

1ALP~A3,BETA3,GaMMA3 

107 FORMAT(1HQ,•OATA WILL BE ROTATED ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWI~G 3I~€CT 
lION COSINiS•/tHOJ
2•L1 = •,Fs.5,3X, ~1: •,f8.5,3x,•Nt = •,F'\.5/1H
3•L2 = ·,F8.5,Jx,•M2 : •,fs.s,Jx,·N2 = •,F8.5/1H ' 
1+•L3 = ·,FB.s,3x,•M3 = •,Fs.s,3x,•NJ = •,F8.5, 

g CALCULATE BEARING ANO PLUNGE 
C DANGER FOR SYSTEMATIC ORIENTATION ERROR SEE FN. BEARIN 

lJO ao 5 I = NPREV,NUM
CVIV<Il=BcARIN<CVIV(I),KOOEC<I>>

5 TWINIV<I>=3EARIN<TWINIVCI),K0CEE<I>l
C CVIV ANO TWINIV ARE NOW BEARINGS, IN DEGREES
£ VARIABLES KOO~C ANO KOOEE ARE NOT USED PAST THIS POINT 
\J 

DO 6 I = NPREV,NUM
CALL OIRCOS(CVIV<I> ,CVPCI>,PC<Il,QCCI>,RC<I>>

6 CALL OIRCOS(TWINI~<I>,TWINP<I>,OIRCElI,1>,0IRCE<I,2>,0IRCE<I,3J)
c
C ROTATE TO ~IFFERENT COOROINArE SYSTEM IF REQUIRED

!FCIROTATl 33,33,Ji
31 oa 32 I=NPREV,NUM

CALL ROTAE<PCCI> ,QCCI> ,RCCI> tALP... A1,ALPHA2,ALP'iA3, 
18cTA1,BETA2t2fTA3,GAM~A1,GAMMA2,GAMMA3)

32 CALL ROTATC:<CIRCECI,1),Q!RCECI,2> ,QIRCE<I,3>, 
1ALPHA1,ALPHA2,ALPHA3tO~TA1,BETA2,8ETA3,GAMMA1,GAMMA2,GAMMA3J

C ALL DIRECTIONS ARE IN THE DIFFERENT COORDINATE SYSTEM PAST ~EOE 
33 CONTINUE 

c 
C FINO THE ACUTE ANGLE OETWEE~ CV ANO E IN RADIANS CANGCVE>

QO 7 I = NPREV,NUM
A=PCCI>•OIRCECI,1)+QCCil•OIRCECI,2)+RCCIJ•OIRCEtI,3>
ANGLECil=57.2957795•ACOS(A)

c 
C CHECK TO SEE THAT ANGLE BETWEEN OPTIC AXIS ANO E IS ACUTE 

I F < AN GL E ( I l -9 0 • ) 13 6, 13 6, 13 5 

135 PCCI>=•=>C<I> 


ac<I>=-ac<IJ 
~Cl I> =-RC <Il 

,.. 136 CONTHlUE 

7 ANGCVE<Il=ACCSCABS<A>> 
DO ~O I = NPREV,NUM 
C~LL STPAINCTHICKt-<I>tTOTAU1<I> ,THICKO<I> ,THICKI<IJ ,TOTALT<I) ,Il

40 CALL GAXIS<PC<I>,OC<I>,.;CCI>,OIRC£<I,1J,OIRCE<I,2>.-JIQCF.!I,3>,
1ANGCVS<I> ,QIRCG<I,1> ,JIPCGCI,Z> ,OIRCG<It3» 

c 
IF <IEGPSU 112,111.112

112 W~ITEC3,8J SLIDEA,SLIDE9,NUMB,~ATIO,IFUOGE 
8 FJRMAT<1H1,·sLIDE •,2AJ,• NUMBE~ OF TWIN SETS 1s·.rs,• T~IC~TWI 

1.N/MICPOTWIN RATIO= •,F5.3,· Tf-IICK TWIN OPTION rs ·,ru
IF< IROTAT .E0. iJ) GO TO 35 
.-IRITS<3.3L+J 

3 I+ F lJ Rf1A T (1 H 0 ' • A NG L £ s ARE wITH RE sPE cT T 0 P. aT !\ T E D c a 0 R0 HJATE sy sE ·l • I 
:J

.35 .,.,~IT (3,30)
30 F)~M T(1HO,.GRAIN•,3x,·~~AR!NG c PLUNGE c·.~x,·nE4P!NG E ~L~. 

1nGt.:. ·,i+x,·..:NGLC:<C.C.>',4X,•Qt:AfdNG G PLUNGE: t;•,7(, 
2· TAN svz·n 

http:IFCIROTAT.~C.Ol
http:1F4.0,3X,F4.2,6X,F4.0,3X,F4.2t3X,F4.2,15X,F5.0,6X,F6.0l


119 

<+1 

~2 

111 ... 
~ 

120 
121 

126 
l.22 

123 
124 

c 
:13 

114 
c 

125 

140 
1 '+1 

c 
133 
134 

c
C 

50 

5.l 

,.. 
c 
c 
c 

1 

JJ 41 I = NP~EV,NUH 
~ALL 5EA;;:iPLCPCCI> ,QCCI) ,RC<I> ,A(ARC,PLUNC,KC>
CA LL GE.AR PLC 0 I RC E CI tl l , CI RC:: CI, 2 l , 0 IP.Ct: ( r, 3) , -Ell RE, PLU~ E, .<E > 

c.:LL t3t:f1RPL CC!RCG (!,.;.>, JIRCGC I,2) ,OIRCG CI,J>, !3EARG,PLUNG, KG) 

AN~C~=ANGCvE<r>•s1.2g577g5
.PIEC3t'+21 Gro:AINCIJ,JEARC,PLUNC,eEH'E,PLtJNE,ANGCE,eEAR.G,FLUNr., 

1T:NSHRCI> 
F0~~4T(1H ,F5.1,5X,F5.1,7X,FS.1,ax,F5.1,7X,FS.1.7X,F5.1,1ox,F5.l,

17X,F5.1t9X,F9.7)
CONTINUE 

FINO COMPRESSION ANO TENSION AXES, SPACING INDEX 
!F< ICT> 125,!25,.i.ZO 

-~~IT::C3.12ll SLID£A.SLI•:EB 

FO~MQT(1H1,13X,•ovN~MIC ANALYSIS OF THIN SECTION •,2A3/)

IF <IROT.H.i:.C.CU GO TO !2E 

..-l~ITEC3,.J4)
wqIEC3,122> 
FORM~T(HfO,"GRAIN 1 ,6X, 1 COMPRESSICt\ AXEs•,gx,•rENSION AXEs•,gx, 
1'~0. OF LAHFLLAE•/ 
21~ ,11x,•acA~ING PLUNGE",7x,•eEARING PLUNGE 1 ,7X,'PER MILLI~ETE 
3~ 1 I I) 

Ou 123 I=t,NUM 

C~LL CTAXISCFCCI) ,QCCI> ,Rc<I> ,oIRCE<I.1>,DIRc:::<r,2> tOIRCE (!,3),


1A NG CVE CI> •I> 
CALL AEARPLCTAXISCI,1>,TAX!S<I,2> ,TAXISCI,3l,'3T:'.NS,PTENS,t<> 
C.:l LL P.E .l RPL (C~ XIS CI , 1) , CA XIS ( I , 2) , Ct. X IS <I , 3) , JC 0MP, PC 0MP, '<)
s INDEX= (TOT ALM ( r) HOT ALT (I) , I ( wIOTHN ( !) ~o. 0 0 1) 

~~IT~C3t124t GRAINCil,BCOMP,PCOMP,BTE~S,PTENS,SINOEX

FORMATClH ,FS.1,7X,F5.1,4X,F5.1,gx,F5.1,~x,Fs.1,13X,F5.1) 


IF <CMBINE> 111+,114,113
NPREV : NUM+l 
GO TO 2? 
CONTINUE 

IF <ICON.EQ.G) GO 
CALL SPANGCNUM> 

CALL DATACNUMl 
CALL R~GRESCNUM,5)
CALL T.1..0YUP 
CALL PR!N 

ro 125 

IF C!DEl/t 1.41, 141,ltt.0
CALL JEVIAT<NUM)
CONTINUE: 


IFCICOHPR> !34,134,133

CALL CMPARECTESTX,T~STY,TESTXY,TESTYZ,T~STXZ,TESTZ,THETA,NUM) 
CONTINUE 

FINAL CARO IS 9qq. TO ENO RUN; 1. TO BEGIN AGAIN 

z n~ARIN=27o.-srv 
r F ( a:: AR I N) 5 t 6 , 6 

3 9~ARIN=360.-SIV 
I F C 9~ A R IN J 5 , n , 6 

~ CT~JRIN= 90.-SIV 
IF CBE AR IN J 5, 6, 6 

5 diARIN=J&o.~sEA~IN c srv rs STAGE INNl~ VERTICAL 

RE.AQ(1,50> FINIS 
FORMAT CF5. U 
IF CFINIS-ggg.) 26,51,26 
CONTINUE 
STOP 
cNO 
FUNCTION BEA~INlSIV,KOOE> 

TrlIS FN. ONLY APPLIES IF IV 
THIN SECTION IS N-S IN THE 

GO TOC1,2,.J.4) ,KOOE 
S~A~IN=l~O.-srv 
IF CBEAR IN> 5, 6 9 6 

READS 0 WHEN THE LONG AXIS OF THE 
MICROSCOPE 

c ~COE IS DI~::.CTION COCE,1=N.,2=E.,3=S.,4=W.o R::TURN 
ENO 

SUBROUTIN€ ~IRCOSfBARING,PLUNGE,P,Q,~J 

P=C03(PLUNGt•.01745>•co~CBARI~G·.01745)

1=COSCPLUNGE•.01?45)•SINCHARING•.01745)
R=SIN(PLUNGE•.01745tc ~~f3~~VECTOR,N.>' Q=COSCVECTOR,E.J, R=COSCVECTO~,QOWN) 

ENO 
s ~ RRau T I ME ;.;,c T A rt: ( p, 1 • ~ , A l 1 • A l 2 ' Al 3 ' 8::. T 1 ' cl c." T 2 • 8 =T J t GA N 1 ' G A M? t ,-; A "' 3 , RJL= ~lt•P+;L2•Q+AL3•R ·- - . 
ROM = 8ETl•P+BET2•~+8ET~•R 
~ = GAH1•P+GAM2•~+GAHJ•q
P=ROL 
:; =Ro11 
R.:.TU~N 
ENO 

SUBROUTINE CT J. XIS CPC .ac 'RC, PE ,r.:£, Re:, ANGC\/f 'N) 


PURPOSC:t TO CC.LCULATE DIRECTICN CCSINf.S OF co:1o~ESS!ON ANC 
T:: NS ION AXES 

http:IROT.H.i:.C.CU
http:125,!25,.i.ZO
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D MENSION 0 RCGCl 
i= LI'JE(.)l,C. r;QR(6
2~ OTHN(1?0> nIDTrl 
C MMON J!~C ,OIRC

lG AIN,SLIDt ,SLID 
FIND T ~XIS 

2 ;..:c:c•RE-(JE•::;>c 
:-1=Pt:"PC-?C•~E 
C=PC•QE-Pt.•r.c 

Q, ),OIRCEC150,J>,T~NS~RC150,,COEFMX(15Q,5),
,G AIN<15J),CAXIS<15Q,3),T~XI":<15Q,3),
(1 Ol 
,r NSHR,COEF~X,ESLIOE,fQROR,~ATIO,IFUDG~, 
a, 	AXIS,T~XIS,hIDTHN,WIOTHP 

T=CA•+2J+(8••2J .. cc••2> 
IF<Cl 6,5,6 

:; c=.0000001 
6 IF(i)) 3,3,4 
3 ;): .00001 
4 ANGT=COSC45.•.0174533-ANGCV~)

YA:(QC•c-Rc•eJ•.70711
YJ:(qC•A-PC"CJ•.70711 
Z~=<QE•c-~~·e>•ANGT 
73=C~E•A-P=•cl•ANGT 
TAXIS(N,1>=<YA-ZAl/Q 
T~XISCN,2J=CY~-ZOJ/0
TAX!SCN,3>=-(A"'(YA-7-AJ+B•CYB-ZBJ)/CC"Ol 


FIND C AXIS . 

ANGT=C0S(45.•.0174533+ANGCVE> 
Zl=C1~·c-~~·e>•ANGT 
ZB=CRE•A-P~•CJ•ANGT 
CAXISCN,1>=CVA-ZAl/O
CMXISCN,2>=<YJ-ZBl/O
ClXIStN,3>=-<A•(YA-ZAJ+R•CYB-ZBll/CC•O>
K:::TU~N 
ENO
SUBROUTINE GAX!SCPC,QC,RC,PE,CE,RE,ANGCVE,PG,QG,RG) 

c PURPOSEI TO CALCULAT~ T~f DIRECTION COSINES 
I' 	 G-GLIOE DIRECTION <FG,QG,RG>c R~QUIRED INPUTI PC,QC,~C:PE,QE, 0E; ANGCVE 
c OUT PUT I PG, QG, RG 
c 
c FINO GAXIS 

2 COSCVG=coscgo.•.0174533-ANGCVEl
A=QC•RE•Q£•1-(c 
rJ=PE•PC-PC"~E 
C =PC"QE-;:>::•tJC 

D=A • • 2 + €3 • • 2 +C • • 2 

IF (')) 3,3,4 


3 lJ=.000001 

4 ~G=<<PE"B-Q[•A>•COSCVGJ/O

QG=C<RE•A-?E•c>•ccscvG)/Q 
PG=<<QE•C-~E·ea•coscvG>IO
R:'.:TURN 
~NO 
SUBROUTINE HEARPL(P,Q,R,3EARI~,PLUNGE,Kl
p::>:p 
QQ=Q+.00001 
R~=R 
THETA=57.29578•ATANCPP/QQ)
K=O 
IF<RR) 10 ,9,9

10 	 Pp:-f>

'.)Q=-Q

RR=-R 

K=1 

g IF ( PPl 4, 1, 1 
1 IFCtl'l> 3,2,2 
2 f3€ARIN:qo .-TH ETA 

GO 	 TO 7 
3 9EARIN=270.-THETA 

GO 	 TO 7 
l+ IFCQQ) 3,z,2 

7 D=S7.29578•ACOS<RRl 


=>LUNGE=YO .-o 

OF A VECTCR IN THF 

c PLUNGE ON LOWER HEMISPHERE,K=O; UPPER HE~ISPHERE,K=1
R.::TURN - ..o 

.~ 
SUBROUTINE STRAINfT~ICK~,TOTALH,THICKC,TµICKI,TOTALT,IJ 

§ PURPOSEi GE.NtRATE STRAIN DUE TO TWINNING 
T~NSHR IS T~NSOR SHEAR STRAIN 

CJ 

DIMENSION DIRCGC1SO,J>,DIRCEC1S0,3>,TENSHRC150J,COEF~XC150,5),
1C:.SLIOEC&> ,;:RJ;ORC6),G~AIN(150) tCAXIS<150,JJ ,TAXISt150,3>, 
2WIDTHN(150) ,wIOTHP<150)

COM MON OI f<CG, OIRCE, TE NS>'R, COE H:X, i:.SLIOE tE RROR, RA TIO, I FU OGE, 
lG~AIN,SLICEA,SLIDEB,CAXIS,TAXIS,wIOTHN,~IOTHP

c: 
T~ICKM=OATIO•THICKM 
!F<TOTALT> 6,5,6

6 G0 TO <1,2,J,4J,IFUOGE
1 THICKT = THICKO 

Gr) 	 TO 5 
2 T"l!C:<T=TH ICKI 

~C 	 TO 5 
3 T-1ICKT=CTHICJ<O+THICKI)/2.

G:l 	 fl') 5 
4 T~ICKT=5000. 
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5 	 NS~RCil =.:5:..7•( (TtHCKM .. TOTAL~+THICKT .. TOTALTl /W!OTHN(!) l 
TURN 
') 
'3ROUTINE 	 OATA<Nl 

PURPOSE: 	 TO CALCULATE STRAIN CO~FFICI~NT MATOIX IN SPfCIFIEJ 
COOfoilJINATE:S FO~ SIMPLE. SHEAR MEASURE··IENTS, ZERO 
VOLUME CHANG~ 

OIMC:NSION Oif<CGHSO ,3}, OIRCEC15Q,3l ,T!:MSl-'R( 150) ,COEF!-.1)((150,?l,
lE SL IDE ( 6) , :: ~ f' 0 RC & ) ., GRAIN ( 15 0) , CA XIS ( 150, 3 l , TA XIS< 15 0, 3> , 
2WIOTHN(150J ,WIQTHP<150l

CJMHON DI~CG,DIRCS,T~NSMR,COEF~X.cSLin~.ERROR,RATIO,IFUOGE, 
1GRA!N,SLIO~~.SLIDEB,CAXIS,TAXIS,~IDTHN,WIDTHP 

D!RCE = OI~~CTICN COSINcS OF E POLE <L1,M1,N1J
OIRCG = DI~~CTION CCSIN~S OF G GLIDE DIRECTION <L2,M2,N2) 

00 4 I=1,N 
CO~FHX(I,1>=0IRCE<I,1>•~IRCGCI,1>-0IRCE<I,3J•~IRCG<I,3l
COSFMX(I,2l=CIRCE<I,2>•0IRCGCI,2l-OIRCE<!,3l .. ~I~CGCI,3J
C01::: FMX (I, 3 l =O I ~CE CI, 1l • iJ I RCG <I, 2 J +O I RCE (I, 2 > • 0 I RC G{I, 1)
COE" FMX (I,.:+ l =O I RCE CI, 2 J •DI RCG (I, 3) +O I RCE (!, 3 l • DIRC G<I, 2) 

4 COEFMXCI,S>=CIRCECI,J>•oIRCG<I,1>+0IRCE<I,1>•0I~CG<I,3l 

THE 	 COEF ARE IN ORDER OF EX,EY,EXY,EYZ,EXZ
Rl.::TURN 
::,·n
SUBROUTINE REGRESCNUM,NCOL> 
PURPOSEt 	 Li::AST SQUA~ES FIT, GIVEN DATA MATRIX CCOEF~'Xl ANO 

MEASURED VARIARLE VECTOR <TENSHRl 

IJ!MENSION COEFTR<S,150) .LC5l ,t-'(5) .COVECT(25J ,XVC5l
DIMENSION or;cG<1SQ,3),0I~CEC150,31,T~NSHR(150l,COEFMX(15Q,51,

1t:SLIOE.<o> ,Ei<i;QR(fil,GRAINC150l ,CAXIS<150 ,3) ,TAXISC15Q,3l,
2WrDTHNt150) ,1io1IQTHP<150l

COMMON OIRCG.OIRCE,TENSHR,COEF~X,ESLIOE,ERROR,RATIO,IFUOGE, 
1GRA!N,SLIDEA,SLIOEB,CAXIS,TAXIS,W!OTHN,WIOT~P 

c 
C CALC~LATE COVARIANCE: "IA·TRIXI <X'X) INVERSE 

DO 	 10 J=1,NCCL 
JC 	 10 I=1,NU~ 

1. 0 	C:J EFT R ( J , I> =C 0 EFM X(I , J ) 
'JO 11 J:t,NCCL 

JI=<J-t>•NCOL 

00 	 11 !=1,NCCL
ZIJ=O.O ao 	 12 K=t.NUt'f 

12 Z!J=COEFTR<J,Kl•COEFHX<~.I>+ZIJ 

11 COVECTCI+JI>=ZIJ 


CALL MINV<COVECT,NCOL,Q,L,M> 
l~ 

€STIMATE 	 MODEL PARAMETERS: ESLIDE'1 

D 0 	 J 0 I =1 , NCC L 
'<Y(I>=O.O
110 	 30 J=t,NUI"

30 	 XY(Il=CO~FT~(I,JJ•TENSHR<Jl+XY<I> 

DO 31 I=t, NCCL 

II=< I -1> • NCOL 
E 3L IDE.< I> =O. O no 	 31 J=1, NCOL 

31 	~SLIDE<I>=~SLIDECI>+COV£CT(J+II>•XYCJ) 

ESLIDE<6>=-~SLIOE<1>-ESLIDE<2> 


c 
i: Cill CUL ATE SSE vv=a.o 

0 0 '+ 0 I =1 , NU t'! 

40 VY=YY+TENSHwCI>••z 


'"1XY=O.O 

DO !+1 I=1.NCCL 

41 	 i3XY=8XY+€SLICE<I> •xY<Il 
SSE =YY-BX Y 

~ C4LCULATE STANOARC CRR0° FOR MOOEL PARAMET~RSc QQQ~R OF €RROR SA~E AS =SLIDE 
IFCNUM-NCOLl 4S,4t.,Lt.S 

:.+4 	 \/ARNCE=O.O
GU 	 TJ L+il 

!+5 	 V~RNC~=SSE/FLOAT<~U~-NCOLl
!FfVARNCE> 58,i+6,L+o 

<+6 	 JJIAG=1 
00 	 47 I=1,NCCL
IF<COVECT<JOIAGJJ 58,4q.4q 

'+9 	 ERROR<I>=SQRT<VARNCE>•SQRT(COVECT<JOIAG>>
47 	 JUIAG=JOIAG+:+NCOL 

E~PQ~{6J=SQFT<EKRCR<1>••2+ERRCR<2>••21 

PRINT OUT RESULTS 
·?~ 	 'ARIT£<3,501 t\UM 
;o 	FOFMAT{1H1,30X,.LfAST S~UAR~S STRAIN CALCULATION•,sx, 

l'~O. OF 	 TWI~ SETS = •,I3//)
.4;,;oITE(3,52l D 

52 	 FORMAT(1HOt15X,'VA~IANC~-COVAFIANCE MATRrx•,1ax,•cETEPMINANT - .-· tE.:5.71) 
f')'.) 57 I=t,5 

57 Wi-<IT::<3,53) COVECT<Il ,CC.VECT<I+5) ,cov:.cT<I+1.01,COVC:CT<!+1S)' 

http:tE.:5.71
http:58,4q.4q
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:;3 FJRHAT( ~ ,9x,sct15.7,3X)) 


i'l~IT€(3 :;u ss~,VARNCE

51 FJRHAT( ~o.11x,•sLM OF SQUARES OF ERROR= •,F~S.6,1Jx, 


1 • ~ A M PL E J AC::: I A N CE = • , F 1 '7 • 6 /l 

I( <IT:: ( 3, 5 i+) 


?4 FJ~H.H{lt·+ll//1H ,2ox, 1 LSTil'-'ATEO E~SOF' IN SLID:: COORl)!MATESt t::'<'.FNS 

u.)N IS +•n 


;-1 rd TC:: ( 3 , 7 '5 l t SL IO E 

55 FOqHAT(1HQ,"EX:•,E14.7,3X,•Ev=•,E14.7,JX,'~XV=•,E11+,7,3), 


l • :: V Z =• , E14. 7, J X, • EX Z=• , t.: 1 4. 7, 3 X , • C: Z :• , E14. 7 J 

W'UT~ ( 3, 56)


36 FJRMAT(1H0//1H ,2sx.·sTANOARO fRROR OF STFAIN COMPON~NTS'/)

:iF'. !TE C 3 , 5 5 > E F: R 0 R 
~~TURN 
[NO
SUBROUTINE TI0YUP 

·~ PURPOSES FitlO PRINCIPAL STRA!~S IN 3 DIMENSIONS 

DIMENSION SLISTRl6) tPRINAX(g)
J!HENSION D:i:l'CG(150,3),,JIRc::<150,3> ,TENSHR(150) ,cCEF'-'X( !.5Q,:;)'

lESLIOUE» ,c:.::1<0Rt6l,G?AitH150l ,CAXISC15Q,3J ,TAXISC15Q,3),
2,_.,IOTl-iN(150l ,,..IOTHF<150)


COMMON OIRCG,OIRCE,T~NS~R,CCEFMX,£SLIJE,ERROR,~ATIO,IFUCGE,

lGRAIN,SLIDEA,SLIDEB,CAxrs,TAXIS,WIOTHN,WIDTYP 

c 
SLISTR<1>=ESLIOE<1> 
SLISTR<2>=~SLIOE<Jl 

SLISTR<3>=~SLID~<2> 

SLISTR(4)=~SLIDE<5J 

SLISTR<5l=~SLIJE(4)

SLISTRC6l =C:SLIOE<6> 

ClLL EI~EN<SLISTR,PR!NAX,3,u)

CALL BEARPL <FRINAX(1) ,P;;:rNAX<2l ,PRINAX(3l ,AEA~1,PLUNG1,K1)

CALL BEAR 0L<P~INAX(~l.PPINAX(?),PRINAX(ol19EAR2,PLUNG21<2> 

C~LL BEARPL(FRINAX<7l,P~INAX(8J,PRINAX(g),3EA~3,PLUNG3,K3)
W'<IE<3,U

1 	 FJRHAT(1HQ,//1H0,5X,·PRINCIPAL STRAINs•,gx,·n~ARING•,sx,•ptuNG~'/) 

~RITE<3,Z> SLISTR<1>,BEAR1,PLVNG1 

w~ITE<3,2l SLISTRC3l ,i3E:.AR2,PLL'NG2 

W~ITSC3,2l SLI3TR<bl,REAR3,PLUNG3


2 	 FQRHATC1H ,6X,El4.7,12X,FS.1,EX,F5.1) 
~·::TURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE PR IN 
OURPOSE: FINO PRINCIPAL STRAI~S A~O AXES IN PLANE OF THIN S~CT!ON 

ANGLES ARt: PCSITIVE CLOCKWISE BECAUSE OF COORDINATE SYSTEI" 

DIMENSION OIRCG<150.3l ,nIRCEC150,3l ,TENSHRC150> ,COEFMX(150,5),
1C:SLIOE(6) ,£r<ROR<6l, GRAIN( 150) ,CAXIS<150 ,J), TAXIS( 150,3),
2WIOTHNC150l ,WIOTHF(150) 

COMMON DIRCG,OIRCELT~NSHR,COEFMX,ESLIOE,~QROR,RAT!O,IFUOGE, 
1G~AIN,SLIDEA,SLIO£u,CAXIS,TAXIS,WIOTHN 1 WiOTHP c 

1 	 E X Y =E SLI 0 £ <3 > 
3 	 E X=ESLI OE< 1l 

EY=t:SLIOE t2> 
ANG~DN=cz.·~XY)/(EX-EY>

TWOANG: ATAN(ANG~O~l 

I~CAnSCANGRONl-l.S707963J 17,16.1~


16 T~OANG=TWOANG+SIG~(.7~53qa2,A~GRONl

17 ANG: TWOANG•S7.29578/2.


6 	 FA=c::x-tY)/2. 
~AOIUS=SQRTCCFA••2>+€XY••2>
CENTER=<EX+£Yl/2.
EMIN=CENTER+RAOIUS 
EMAX=CENTER-RAOIUS 

I"'

C PRINT RESULTS 
W~ITEC3,7> SlIDEA,SLIDEO 


7 FORMATCl/1HO, 'STRAIN IN PLANE OF THIN SECTION •,2AJ,• TENSION IS 

1+ • 1) 

HPITE<3,8> ~f"AX 


8 FuRMATC1H ,·~AXIMUM COMPRESSIVE STRAIN= ',E14.7l

WRIT.;:(3,g) C::,.IN


9 FlRMATCiH ,·~INIMUM COMPRESSIVE STRAIN = ',E14.7)

IF<EX-EYl 1a.1a,1s

18 WR!TEC3,1g} ANG 
1q FORMATC1HO,'ANGLE FROM v AXIS TO MAXIMUM COMPRESSIVE STRAIN AXIS,

1POSITIVE CLOCKWISE = •,Elt+.7,• CEGREES'J
GJ TO 14 
110 ..IRITEC3t11l ANG 

11 F~PMAT(1HO,'ANGLE FROM X AXIS TO ~AXI~UM COMPP~SSIVE STRAIN AX!S, 
1POSITIV~ CLJCKWISE = •,~14.7,• OEGRE~S'J

14 RC:TURN 
C:NO 
SUOROUTINE DEVIAT<I> 


P1JRPOSE1 FitlC EXPECTED VALUE OF STRAIN IN SLI1E: COORDINATES A\Jl 

DEVIATION F~GM H~A3U~EO VALUE 

'.JP1:'.NSION O!f;CGC1 0,3) ,i1IRC£(150,3J ,fs:NSHf;{15iJl ,CCt:F"IX(15Q,5),
1f:.SLIOE<6> ,t:~l'OR<o ,Gr<AIN(150) ,CAXIS(l50,3) ,TAX!SC15Q,3),
2W!OT!-iN(15C) ,~I'.JTH (150)


CJMMON OI~CG,OIRC ,TENS~R,COEF~X.ESLI~E,ERROP,RATIO,IFUOGE, 

lG~AIN,SLIDE~,SLID s,cAXIS,TA~IS,WIOTHN,~IDT~P 


http:OIRCG<150.3l
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c 

c 

~~ITE<3,2l SLID A.SLIDE~ 
2 FQRMATC1H1,~CX, OtVIATICNS OF MEASURED STRAINS FROM CALCULATE1 ST~ 

lA!NS FOR THINS CTICN •.2A3/ 
2!.1 t"GRAIN9,dX, TANPSI12•,8x,•ExPECTEIJ VALut.•,ox,•rANPSI/2 - ~.'J.
3. /) 


JO 3 N:1,I 

EXPECT=~IRC~<N,tl•DIPCGCN,1>•ESLIDEC1l+ 

tnIRCECN,2l*DIPCG<~,2l•ESLIOEC2>+ 

20IRCECN,3>•0IRCG<~,JJ•ESLIOE(b)+ 

3(JI~CE<N,2l~CIRCGCN,3l+OIRCG<N,2>•0IRC~(N,Jl>•ESL!OEC4l+ 

~CO!RCECN,3l•CI~CG<N,1)+JIRCGC~,J1•orRCECN,l>>·ESLIOE(5)+ 

5CJIQCE<N,1>•CIRCGCN,2l+DIRCGCN,1>•0IRCE<N,Zll•~SLIOEC31 

J~V=TENSHR(N)-cXPtCT


3 ~~1TEC3,1l G~AIN(~l,T€NSHRCN1 9 tXPtCT,OEV

1 FORMATCtH ,fs.1,sx,F1i+. J,5X,F14.9,6X,F1l+.9l 


R.ETU~.N 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE C~PARE<TESTX,TESTY,TESTXY,TESTYZ,T~STXZ,TESTZ,TH~TA,~l 

PURPOSEt FINO THE EXPECTED VALUiS OF TWIN-SET STRuIN5 FRO~ ~ T~ST 
VALU~ OF A STRAIN TENSOR ANO T~EI~ O~VIATIONS FRCM 
MEASUR~O VALUES. 

DIMENSION DIRCGC1S013l ,OIRC£(150,3l ,TENSHR<15Ql,CCEFMX(15Q,51,
1ESLIDEC&),~RROR<6>,uRAIN(150l,CAXISt150,3l,TAXISf150,31,
2WIOTHN(150l ,WIOTHF<l.50)

COMMON nrRCG,OIRCE,TcNSHR,COEFMX,E:SLIOE,ERROR,RATIO.IFUOGE, 
1GKAIN,SLIO~A,SLID£8,CAXIS,TAXIS,W!DTHN,WIOTHP 

WRITE: (3, 1> SLIDEA,SLI!JEB
1 FORMAT(1H1,1ox,•0EVIATIONS OF MEASURED STRAINS FRO~ TEST-VALUE )TO

1AINS FOR THIN SECTION •,2A3///
ZlH ,2ox,•rHE TEST-VALUE STRAIN TENSOR rs:•/) 
WRIT~(3,21 TESTX,TESTY,TESTXY,TESTYZ,TESTXZ,TESTZ,THETA

2 FORM~T(lH ,•Ex#= •,F7.4,• EV#= •,F7.4,' EXY~ = ',F7.t+,
1• EYZ# = •,F7.4,• EXZ• = ',F7,4,• EZ~ = •,F7.4// 
21~ .1ox,•TriE ANGLE, POSITIVE COUNTERCLOCKWISE IN DEGREES, F~o~ THE 
3 UNPRIMED (T~IN SECTION)•/1H ,21x,•To THE PQIMED COORDI~ATE SYSTEM 
4 = • ,F6.2//I)

IF <THETA) 3, t+,3
3 THETA:TMETA•.Ot74532g 
EX=TESTX•COSCTHETA>••2+TESTY•SI~<THETA)••2•T£STXY•SIN<2.•TH~TA1
EY:TESTX•SIN(THETA>••2+TESTY•cos<THETAl••2-TESTXY•SINC2.•THETAl
::xv=.s•sINi2.•THETA>•<TESTY-TESTX>+TESTXY•cos<2.•THETAt 
GO TO 5 

4 EX=T€STX 
EY=TESTY 
EXY=TESTXY 

5 EYZ=Tt:STY Z 
EXZ=TESTXZ 
E l=TESTZ 
W~ITE<3,6)

6 FORMATC1H .2ox,•THE TEST-VALUE STRAIN TENSOR IN THIN SECTION COORD 
1INATES rs:•n 
W~IT~C3,7l EX,EY,EXY,EYZ,EXZ,EZ

7 FORMATC1H ,• EX= •,F7.4,• EY = •,F1.4,• EXY = •,F7.4,• EY7: • 
1,F1.4,• £XZ = •,F7.4,• EZ = •,F7.~///l 

1.-liUTEC3,8l
8 FORMATl1H ,"GRAIN•,ax,•TANPSI/2•,sx.·ExPECTEO VALUE·,&x,·TANPSI/2
1- ::.v.•n 

ssc:=o.o 
DO 9 I=t,N 
EXPECT=OIRCE(I,1>•QIQCG<I,1>•EX+O!RCE<I,z>•OIRCG<I,2l 4 ~Y+ 
10IRCE<I,J>•~IRCG<I,3>•€Z+ 

2tOIRCE(I,2>~0IRCGC!,3l+~IRCG<I,2>•oIPCE<I,3ll•€YZ+ 

3C1IRCECI,3>•CI~CG<I,1l+~IRCGCI,3l•OIRCECI,1>>•EXZ+ 

l+{JIRC~(I,1>•CIRCG<I,2)+0IRCGCI,1>•01RCE<I,2>>•exv 

O~V=TENSHRCI>-EXPECT 
SSE=SSE+oe:v••z 

g WRITEC3,10l GRAINCIJ ,TENSHP.lI>,C:XPECT.DEV 
10 FORMATtlH ,Fs.1,sx,F14.~,5X,F14.q,6x,F14.g)

"R!T::'.(3,111SSE
11 FORMAT(///lH ,·su~ OF SQUARES OF ERROP = •,F15.6)

RETURN 
E~tO 
SUBROUTINE S?ANG<NUH) 


PURPOSES CALCULATE SPAN~ NUME~ICAL OYNAMIC ANALYSIS. 


DIMENSION CO~ELS(6l,STRAIN<t50l,PP!NAX<g)
DIMENSION OIFCG<150.ll1DIRCE<1so,J1,TENSHR(l50),C0EFMX(150,3l'

1ESLifEt6> .:~~ORlE»,G?A.L:\Jl150J ,CAXISC150,3l .TAXISC!.5Q,3l,

2WIOTHN{150l ,wIQTHFt150)


COMMON OIKCG,OIRCE,TENS~R,COEFMX,ESL!DE,E~ROR,RATIO,IFUOGE, 

1GRAIN.SL!O~A.SLIOEa,cAxis,TAXIS,WIOTHN,WIOTHP 


g no 1J N=1.NUt" 
10 STRA!N(Nl=t.O/FLOATlNUMl

°"RI H.:: C 3 , l U SL IO C: A , SL IO EB , NU M
11 FOPHATClM1,2gx,·sPAN~ NUMERIC~l OYNAHIC ANALY3ts•1 

11H0,22x,·THIN S~ClION ·,2AJ,sx,•NuHBER OF TW[N SETS= ·,I3/)
WRITEC3,12l

12 FJRMAT<1~0.1cx,•NoA x•,11x.·NcA xv•,1ax,·N~A v•.11x,•NoA xz·.1~x. 
1·NoA vz•,1ax, 0 NOA z•1> 

.l. 3 0 J 14 N=1, o 
1~ CONELS(Nl=O.C 

./. 

http:WIOTHF<l.50
http:J,5X,F14.9,6X,F1l+.9l
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c 
c 
c 
.... 
~ 
c 
c 
£ 
c 
'-J 

G 
r:: 

DO 	 15 N=1 NUf"
CONELS(l) cc~ LS{1)+(TAX!S(N,1>•• -CAXIS(N,1>•• >•s ~A!NCN)
CJNELS(3) co~ LSl3)+(TA~I5(N,2)•• -CAXIS<N.2)•• )•5 ~AIN(N)
CONELSC61 CON LS(h)+(TAXIS<~.3)•• -CAXISCN,J)•• >•s ~A!N(Nl
CONELSC2) ca~ LSC2)+(TAX!S(N,1)•T XISCN,2>-CAXI CN, >•CAXISC~.211• 

lSTRA!NC.'H 
c ONE Ls ( t+) =C ONt: LS (l+) +(TA xIs (N' 1) •r Ax IS CN '3) -c A XIS ( N, 1l •c Ax Is ( N. ~) ) • 

1STR.AIN( rH 
15 	 CONE.LS(?) =COt-.ELS<S>+<TAXIS<N,2)•TAXIS<N,3l-CAXIS(N,2> •CAXIS(N,)l l • 

iSTRAHJ(N) 

W~ITC:< 3, 1 cl C 0 NE L ~ 


16 	FOR~ATC1H0,7~,6(F11.7,5X))
CALL EIG~NCCCNELS1PRINAX13,0l 
C~LL BE A R PL< FR I NA )c U ) , P "- l NA X ( 2 l , PR IN AX ( 3 > , J EA P11 PL UNG 1 , K J 
CALL AEARPL CPR.INA)(4) ,P;INAXl5) ,PQINAX(o) ,iJ£AR2,PLUNG2,Kl 
C4LL 8EARPL (P~INAXC7> ,PRINAX(8) ,PRINAX(g) 1t3EAR3,PLUNG31Kl 
W~IE (:3 ,17)

17 F0RMAT(lH0,1cx.·&IGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS•/ 
1l~0,12X,"MAGNITUOE B~ARING FLUNGE•> 

WRITE<3,18) CONELS(1),8[AR1,PLUNG1
WQITE(3,18) CONELS(3),8EAR2,PLUNG2 
~UTE<3t1dJ CON£LS(6J ,a:::AR3,PLUNG3 

18 FO~MAT(lH ,:1x,F10.6,2x,F?.1,1x,FE.1> 
1<3 ~C:TURN 

C::NO 
SUBROUTINE EIGEN(A,R,N~~V~ 

.................................................................. 

SUBROUTINE EI GEN 


PURPOSE 

COMPUTE EIGEN~ALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL SYMMET~IC 
MATRIX 

USAGE 
CALL ~IGEN(A,R.,N,MVJ 


OESCRIPTICN OF PARAMETERS 

A - ORIGINAt MATRIX <SYMMETRIC>, DESTROYE~ IN COMPUTATION. 

RESULTA~T EIGENVALUES ARE DEVELOPED IN DI~GO~AL OF 
MAT~IX A IN DESCEMO!NG OROE~. 

R - RESULTANT MATRIX OF EIG~NVECTORS <STOQEO COLU~NWISE,
IN 	SAME SEQUENCE AS EIGENVALUES> 

N - OROFR OF MATRICES A ANO R 
HV- IMPUT CODE 

0 COMPUTE EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS 
1 CO~PUTE EIGENVALUES ONLY CR N~ED ~OT 8E 

DIMENSIONED BUT HUST STILL APPEAR I~ CALLING 
SEQUt.NCEI 

REMARKS 
ORIGINAL MATRIX A HUST BE REAL SYMMETRIC (STORAGE MOQE:tJ 
MAT~IX A CA~NOT BE IN THE SAME LOCATION AS ~AT~IX R 

SUBROUTI 1'.f S ANG FUNCTION SUBP?OGRA~S R=:QUIREO
NONE 


METHOD 

OIAGONALIZATION METHOD ORIGINATED RY JAC03I AN~ AOAFT~Q
SY 	 VON NEUMANN FOR LARGE COMPUT~RS AS FOUND IN •MAT~E~ATICAL 
HETHOOS FOR DIGITAL COMFUTERs•, EDITED 3Y A. RALSTON ~NO 
H.S. WILF, JOHN WILEY ANO SCNS. NEW YORK, 1<362, :HAFTE~ 7 

..........•...........................•........................... 

DIMENSION AC1> ,R<1l 

...................................................................... 

IF 	A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION CF THIS ROUTINE IS DESIRED, THE 
C IN COLU~N 1 SHOULD BE RE~OVEO FPOM THE OOUHLE P~ECISION 
STATEMENT WHICH FOLLOWS. 

DOUBLE PRECISION A,R,ANORM,ANPMX,THRtXtYtSINX.SINX2,cosx,

1 cosx2,sINCSt~ANGE 


THE C MUST ALSO BE REMOVED F~OM DOUBLE PRECISION STATE~ENTS 
APPEARING IN OTHER ROUTI~ES USED IN CO~JUNCTION ~ITH THIS 
ROUTINE. 

THE DOUBLE PR~CISION VERSION OF THIS SUBROUTINE ~UST ALSO 
CONTAIN OCUOLE PRECISION FCRTRAN FUNCTIONS. SQRT IN STATE~E~TS 
40, 68, 75, ANO 78 MUST RE CHANGED TO OSQRT. ASS IN STATE~~~T 
62 MUST OE CHANGED TC DABS. THE CO~STUiT IN STAT~M£NT 5 SHO!JLO 
BE 	 CHANGED TO 1.00-12. 

................................................................ 

GENERATE IDENTITY MATRIX 


5 RANGE=1.0E-6 

IF01V-1> 10,25,10

10 	 Ii1=-N 
00 	 20 J:t.N 
Ic~=I1+N 
:J 0 	 2 0 I =1, N 
IJ=IQ+I 
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R<IJ>=o.o 
IF<I-Jl 20,15,20 


15 ~<IJ>=LO 

20 C.JNTINUE 

c COMPUTE INITIAL ANO FINAL NORMS (ANORM ANO ANORMX) 

25 ANCRM=O.u 
110 	 35 I=t,N 
00 	 35 J=I,N
IF CI-J > 3 0, ,~ S, 3 0 


30 IA=I+<J•J-J)/2

ANORM=ANORM+A(!A)•A<IAl

35 	 CONTINUE 
I F ( AN ORM> 16 5 , 16 S, 4 0 

40 	 ANCRM=1.41~•SJRTCANGRM) 

ANRMX=ANORM•~ANGE/FLOATCN> 


INITIALIZE INDICATORS ANO COMPUTE THRESHOL~, TMq 

INO=O 
THR=ANORM 

~5 	 THR:THR/FLOAT(N)
50 	 L=l 
55 	 M=L+1 

c 
c COMPUTE SIN ANO COS 
i: 

60 	 r-1Q:(l-t•M-H)/2

Lil= ( L • L -L ) I 2 

LM=L•~Q 

62 	 IF( ABS (A CUU >-THI") 130, 65, 65 
65 	 INO=t 

LL=L+LQ 
M'i:"tf-MQ 
x=o.s•<A<LL)-A(MMl)

68 	 V=-ACLM)/ SQ~TCACLM)•ACLM)+X•))
IF<X> 70,75,75 

70 Y=-Y 

75 SINX=Y/ SQRT<2.a•u.o+c SQRT<1.o-Y•Y> ,,,


SHlX2=SINX•SINX 
78 	COSX= SQRTl1.0·SINX2l

COSX2=COS x•ccsx· 
SINCS =SINx•cosx 


ROTATE L ANO M COLUMNS 


ILQ=N•CL-U
!"IQ:N• CM-1)
00 	 125 I=1,N
IQ=<I"·I-IJ/2
IF<I-L> .~0 .. 115,80 

~O 	 IF< I-H> 85, 11St90 
85 	 IM=I+MQ

GO 	 TO '35 
gQ 	 IM=M+IQ 
gs 	IF<I-L> 100,1os,1os 

100 IL=I+LQ 
GO 	 TO 110 

105 IL=L+IQ
110 X=A<IL>•COSX-ACIM>•SINX

A<IM>=A<IL>·SINX+ACIM>•cosx 
ACIL>=X 


115 IFrnv-1> 120,:.2s,12a 

1~0 ILR=ILQ+I 

IMR=IM'l+I
X=P<ILR>•cosx-R<IMR>•SINX 
R<IHR>=R<ILR>•SIN~+R(IMR>•cosx 

R<IL~>=X 


125 CONTINUE 
x=2.o•A(LM>•SINCS
Y=A<LL>•cosx2+ACMM>•SINX2-X 
X=A<LL>•SINX2+A(MM)•COSX2+X
A(LMJ=CACLL)-A(MM))•SINCS•A(LMJ•ccosx2-SINX2>
A<LL>=Y 
A(MMJ=X 

c 
c TES TS FOR CO:-lPLET I ON c 

T~ST FOR ~ = LAST COLUMN~ 
l,. 

130 IF<:1-N) 135,140..135
1$5 :1=M+1 

GO 	 TO 50 
c 
c TEST FOR L = SECCNO FROM LAST COLUMNc; 

1£+0 IF<L-<N-t>) 11+5,1SOt1i+5

145 L =L f-i 


GO 	 ro ss 
150 IF<IN0-1> 160,155.1.EO
155 IND=O 

GO 	 TO 50 
c c CO~PA~E T~RESHCLO WITH FINAL NORM 
c 

160 IFC PtR-ANRMX) 165,1€5,45 

http:160,155.1.EO
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~ SORT ~IGENVALUES ANO EIGEN~ECTORS 
·.... 

1.65 	 !J=-r~ 

O') 1~5 I=l1N 

!-~= L)+N
LL=I+<l"·I-Il/2
J):N•(I-2> 
DO 135 J=!,N
J•)=JQ+N
M:"-1=J+(J .. J-Jl/2
IFCACLL>-A(1,...l) 170,185,185 

170 	 X=i:.(LU 

A <LL> =A P.1Ml 

A(MM)=X 
IF<M\J-1) 17?,185.175 


175 JO 1.qQ K=1,N

ILR=IQ+K
I'1R=JQ+K 
X=R<ILRl 
R<ILR> =R< IMR)

UO ~(!MRl=X

1j5 CONTINUE: 


Re.TURN 
ENO 

SUBROUTINE MINV(A,N,Q,L,M) 


c c .................................................................. 

~ SUBROUTINE MINVc 
c PURPOSE ,... INVERT A MATRIXc 
c USAGE ,.... .... CALL ~INVCA,N,O,L,H) 
c c OSSCRIPTICN OF PARAMETERS 
..... A - INPUT MATRIX, DESTROYED IN COMPUT4TION AND ~EPLACE~ 1V 
·., 	 ~CSULTANT INVcRSE. 

N • 	 OROER OF MATRIX Ac,... 
l.J 0 - ~ESULTANT QET[~MINANT 
G l - WORK VECTOR OF LE~GTH N 
c H - WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N,... 

c R~MARKS 
c MATRIX A ~UST GE A GENERAL MATRIX 
c 
': SUBROUTINES ANC FUNCTION Sl!BPRO.GRA~S REQUIRED

NOtlE~ ..... 
c Mi::THOO 
c THE STANOARC GAUSS-JORDAN METHOD IS USEC. THE OETER~INANT 
c IS ALSO CALCULATED. A DETERMINANT OF ZERO INDICATES THAT 
c THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR. ,... 

c .................................................................. 

c 

DI~ENSION A<1) ,L(1) 1M<1> 

c 
,... ............................................................... 
,... 


c IF A DOUBLE PP.ECISION VERSICN CF T~IS F-OUTIN~ IS DESIRED, T~~ 

c C IN COLUMN 1 SHCULO aE RE~OVEO FROM THE OOUblE PRECISION 

STATEMENT WHICH FOLLOWS.~ c OOU8LE PRECISION A,O,OIGA,HOLO 
c 
c T~E C ~UST ALSC OE REMOVED FROM DOUBLE PP.ECIS!ON STATE~ENTS 
c APPEARING IN OTHE? ROUTI~ES USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THIS 
c ROUTINE. 
l.

c THE. OOUOLE PRECISION VERSION OF TH IS SU3ROIJTI N€ "1UST ALSO 
c CONTAIN DOUBLE PRECISION FCFTRAN FUNCTIONS. ABS IN STATEME~T 
'.: 10 MUST Q~ CHANG~O TO DABS. 
c 
~ ............................................................... 

,.,Cl 

SEARCH FOR LARGEST ELEMENT" c 
0=1.0
NK=•N 
00 liO 1(:1,N
NK=NK+N 
L<K>=K 
M(K):K
KK=NK+K 
9IGA=A<'<i<> 
00 2 !J J =< 1 N 
!Z=N•(J-11
00 20 I=K,N
IJ=IZ+I

10 IF< ABS<nIGA>- ABS(AfIJ>)I 1s,20,20
15 JIGA=A<IJI 

L<K>=I 
.'1 (Kl =J 

20 CUNT!NUC: 



=( 

I 

r 
I 
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c 
c 
c 

25 

30 ,..., 

" c 
c 

55 

38 

40 .... c 
c 
c 

i+5 
46 

48 

50 

55,... 
c 
c 

60 
€>2 

65 

10 
75 

c 
c 
c 

80 
c 
c 
c 

100 

105 

108 

110 
120 

l.25 

130 

150 

I:-.ITERCHANf. E RO 1-iS 

J=l ( '<)
IF<J-10 35, .3'5,25
KI=l<-N 
0J 3 0 I =19 ti 
i<I=<I+N 
HOLO=-ll (KI>
JI=t<I·K+J 
~(l(I):A(JI) 

A<JI) =HOL:J 

INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 

I=M<KJ 
IFCI-Kl i+5.:+5,38 
JP=N•<I-1> 
Du 40 J =1,N 
J.<=NK+J 
JI=JP+J 
HuLLl=•A (JKl
A (JIO =A (JI> 
A (JI> =11CLD 

DIVIDE COLU~N 8Y ~INUS PIVCT 
CONTA I NE 0 IN 8 IGA > 

!F<BIGA) 48,46,48
'.J=O.O 
~.:TU~N 
fJO 55 !=1,N
rF<I-K> so,ss,sa
IK=N!(.,.I
A<IK>=ACIKJ/(-BIGAJ
CONTINUE 

REDUCE MATRIX 

00 65 I =1, N 
IK=NK+I
HOLD=ACI!<l 
IJ=I-N 
DO &5 J =1, N 
IJ=IJ+N
IF<I•K) o0,65,60
IF(J•K) 62,65,62
KJ=IJ-I+t< 
A(IJ>=HOLD•A<KJ)+ACIJl
CONTINUE 

DIVIDE ROW BY PIVOT 

KJ=K-N 
00 75 J=11N 
KJ=KJ+N 
f~~~>~lck31~~itR 
CONTINUE 

PRODUCT OF PIVCTS 

D=D•BIGA 

REPLACE PIVOT BY ~EC!P~OCAL 

ACKK>=t.O/!llGA
CONTINUE 

(VALUE OF 0 IVOT ELEMENT IS 

FINAL ROW ANO COLUMN INTERCHANGE 

K=N 
1(:(1(-1)

IF ( K > 150 , 150,10 5 

I =LC'<> 
IF(I-K) 120,120,108
J<J=N• <K-1) 
J~=N•CI-1l 
00 110 J:l,N 
J K=J'l+J 
HOLD=A<JK> 
JI=J~+J 
ACJK)=-ACJI>
A'CJI) =liOLO 
J=MCKl 
IFCJ-K) 100,10011~5
KI=1<-N 
'JO 1.rn I=t,N
KI=KI+N 
HOUl=ACKil 
JI=KI-K+J 
A C<:I>-=-A<JI> 
A<JI> =HOLD 
GO TO 100 
R':TUC(N
E~40 
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